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Mobile robots are increasingly finding application in fields as diverse as medicine,
surveillance and navigation. In order to operate in the real world, robots are pri-
marily dependent on sensory information but the ability to accurately sense the real
world is still missing. Though visual input in the form of color images from a camera
is a rich source of information for mobile robots, until recently most people have
focussed their attention on other sensors such as laser, sonar and tactile sensors.
There are several reasons for this reliance on other relatively low-bandwidth sen-
sors. Most sophisticated vision algorithms require substantial computational (and
memory) resources and assume a stationary or slow moving camera, while many mo-
bile robot systems and embedded systems are characterized by rapid camera motion
vii
and real-time operation within constrained computational resources. In addition,
color cameras require time-consuming manual color calibration, which is sensitive to
illumination changes, while mobile robots typically need to be deployed in a short
period of time and often go into places with changing illumination.
It is commonly asserted that in order to achieve autonomous behavior, an
agent must learn to deal with unexpected environmental conditions. However, for
true extended autonomy, an agent must be able to recognize when to abandon its
current model in favor of learning a new one, how to learn in its current situation,
and also what features or representation to learn. This thesis is a fully implemented
example of such autonomy in the context of color learning and segmentation, which
primarily leverages the fact that many mobile robot applications involve a structured
environment consisting of objects of unique shape(s) and color(s) - information that
can be exploited to overcome the challenges mentioned above. The main contribu-
tions of this thesis are as follows.
First, the thesis presents a hybrid color representation that enables color
learning both within constrained lab settings and in un-engineered indoor corridors,
i.e. it enables the robot to decide what to learn. The second main contribution of the
thesis is to enable a mobile robot to exploit the known structure of its environment
to significantly reduce human involvement in the color calibration process. The
known positions, shapes and color labels of the objects of interest are used by the
robot to autonomously plan an action sequence to facilitate learning, i.e. it decides
how to learn. The third main contribution is a novel representation for illumination,
which enables the robot to detect and adapt smoothly to a range of illumination
changes, without any prior knowledge of the different illuminations, i.e. the robot
figures out when to learn. Fourth, as a means of testing the proposed algorithms,
the thesis provides a real-time mobile robot vision system, which performs color
segmentation, object recognition and line detection in the presence of rapid camera
viii
motion. In addition, a practical comparison is performed of the color spaces for
robot vision – YCbCr, RGB and LAB are considered. The baseline system initially
requires manual color calibration and constant illumination, but with the proposed
innovations, it provides a self-contained mobile robot vision system that enables
a robot to exploit the inherent structure and plan a motion sequence for learning
the desired colors, and to detect and adapt to illumination changes, with minimal
human supervision.
Keywords: Autonomous Color Learning, Illumination Invariance, Real-
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Autonomous mobile robots depend extensively on sensory information for their op-
eration but the ability to accurately sense the complex world is still missing. Visual
input, in the form of color images from a camera, should be an excellent source
of such information, considering the significant progress made in the field of com-
puter vision, a heavily researched field with sophisticated algorithms for extracting
information from images. It seems natural to assume that visual information would
be used extensively on autonomous robots. But color, and images in general, have
only been sparingly used on mobile robots, where people have mostly focussed their
attention on other sensors such as laser and/or sonar [73]. This reliance on relatively
low-fidelity sensors rather can be attributed to four major problems:
1. Most state-of-the-art approaches to challenging vision problems, such as seg-
mentation [16, 52, 71, 61], blob clustering [29, 34], object recognition [6, 59, 75]
and illumination invariance [27, 28, 55] require a substantial amount of com-
putational and/or memory resources, while many mobile robot and embedded
systems require real-time operation within constrained computational resources.
2. Most mobile robot platforms are characterized by a rapid movements resulting
in jerky non-linear motion of the camera. This is all the more pronounced
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in legged robots. But most vision algorithms assume a stationary or slowly
(infrequently) moving camera [21, 75].
3. Most current vision algorithms require extensive manual color calibration
that needs to be repeated when the operating environments change. But mobile
robots that operate in the real world need to be deployed in new situations
in a short period of time. making them inapplicable in domains that require
deployment in a short period of time.
4. The color calibration is sensitive to illumination changes. A change in illu-
mination causes a non-linear shift in color distributions that is very difficult to
model accurately. Robots, while moving around the world, often go into places
with changing illumination.
Offsetting such challenges, there is often a significant amount of structure in the
application environment, a factor that can be leveraged to help overcome these
problems. I define structure in an environment to refer to the objects of unique shape
and color(s) that exist at known locations. If the robot knows of the existence of
objects of a particular shape, size and color at particular locations in its environment,
it can treat particular image regions as labeled training samples, thereby performing
efficient, robust, color segmentation. The domain knowledge also helps develop
object recognition algorithms that can be used by the robot to localize and navigate
in its moderately structured world.
This thesis aims to exploit this often overlooked feature – the presence of
structure in the form of objects of known colors and shapes, at known locations.
Specifically, the question to be answered by this thesis is the following:
Can a vision-based mobile robot with limited computational and memory re-
sources and rapidly varying camera positions, operate autonomously in a moder-
ately structured environment, under varying illumination conditions, by utilizing
the structure inherent in its environment ?
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It is widely stated that for true autonomous behavior, a mobile robot should learn
to adapt to changes. It should be able to decide when to replace/revise its current
model, how to learn in its current situation, and also what representation to learn.
This thesis presents a fully implemented example of such autonomy in the context
of color segmentation, which exploits the inherent structure of the robot’s operating
environment. The major contributions of this work are as follows:
• Contribution 1 : First, it proposes a novel disjunctive color representation that
models color distributions either as 3D Gaussians or as 3D histograms, the
choice being made based on goodness-of-fit tests. The robot is then able
to decide what to learn and suitably model color distributions both within
controlled lab settings and in uncontrolled indoor corridors.
• Contribution 2 : Second, it enables the robot to exploit the known structure
of the environment, which here consists of the known positions, shapes and
color labels of the objects of interest. The robot uses this knowledge to decide
how to learn, i.e. it determines a curriculum, an action sequence to facilitate
learning, for any given object configuration and robot starting position.
• Contribution 3 : Third, it describes a novel representation for illumination,
enabling the robot to detect illumination changes, i.e. decide when to learn.
The robot autonomously collects image statistics to model illumination and
uses them, in conjunction with the known structure, to detect and adapt to
illumination changes, enabling operation over a wide range of illuminations.
• Contribution 4 : Fourth, the thesis presents a real-time mobile robot vision
system that provides solutions to challenging problems such as segmentation
and object recognition within the computational constraints of a mobile robot
platform. In addition, a practical comparison is performed of the color spaces
for robot vision. Though, initially, the vision system depends on manual
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color calibration and constant illumination conditions, the incorporation of the
contributions mentioned above results in a self-contained vision system that
learns colors, and detects and adapts to illumination conditions autonomously.
The algorithms presented in this thesis have been tested on two mobile robot plat-
forms, described in detail in Chapter 2. The primary test-bed is the Sony ERS-7
Aibo robot [1] though, many of the algorithms are also applied to a wheeled robot,
the Segway Robotic Mobility Platform (RMP) [3], which is well-suited for experi-
mentation both in indoor and outdoor locations. The focus of this work is therefore
on the design and implementation of efficient vision algorithms that work within
the computational and memory constraints of our physical robots. Though the al-
gorithms are implemented in the robot soccer domain, their general applicability is
motivated and discussed with the running example of a vision-based autonomous
car on the road that has to navigate to target locations autonomously; we refer to
it as the car-on-the-road task.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. After describing
the test platforms (Chapter 2), the baseline vision system is presented (Chapter 3),
which tackles the problems of color segmentation and object recognition in real-time,
but assumes manual calibration and constant illumination. Chapter 4 presents the
color representation system, which along with the environmental structure, is used
to autonomously generate a motion sequence suitable for learning the desired colors,
thereby eliminating manual calibration. Chapter 5 proposes an illumination repre-
sentation, and an algorithm to detect and adapt smoothly to illumination changes.
In Chapter 6 I describe the use of the vision algorithms and multi-agent cooperative
behavior in the Robot Soccer competitions. A detailed description of related work




An important part of this research is the implementation and testing of vision al-
gorithms on real robots. The test platforms therefore play a central role and were
chosen to represent different application domains. This chapter describes the plat-
forms used to validate the proposed algorithms.
2.1 Sony ERS-7 Aibo
The first mobile robot test platform is the Sony ERS-7 Aibo four-legged robot [1].
It is ≈ 280mm tall from the top of the head to the tip of the leg, and ≈ 320mm
long from the tip of the nose to the tail. It has 20 degrees of freedom: 3 in its head,
3 in each leg, and 5 more in its mouth, ears and tail. Its primary sensor is a CMOS
color camera with a limited field-of-view (56.9o horz. and 45.2o vert.). Images
are captured at 30Hz in the YCbCr image format, with a resolution of 208 × 160
pixels. In addition to 64MB on-board memory, the robot has noisy touch sensors
and IR sensors, and a wireless LAN card for inter-robot communication and for
communication with an off-board PC.
The Aibo is popular in part due to its use as the standard platform in the
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RoboCup Legged League1, where teams of four Aibos play a competitive game of
soccer on an indoor field of size ≈ 4m× 6m. Figure 2.1 shows sample images of the
robot and the field, and also an image from the robot’s point of view.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.1: (a)-(b) Images of the field and the robot, (c) Robot’s view.
The robots’ goal is to direct a ball into the opponents’ goal while preventing
the ball from entering their own goal. All processing on the Aibo, for vision, lo-
calization, locomotion and action-selection, is performed on board using a 576MHz
processor. Any lag in processing images at frame rate places the robot at a severe
disadvantage in terms of reaction time. Currently, games are played under constant
and reasonably uniform lighting conditions, but the ultimate goal of the RoboCup
initiative is to create a team of humanoid robots that can beat the human soccer
champions by the year 2050 on a real, outdoor soccer field [37]. The computational
and memory constraints, in addition to the rapid jerky camera motion, make the
Aibo a challenging representative test platform.
2.2 Segway Robotic Mobility Platform
In order to show that the algorithms generalize to more than one mobile robot
platform, experiments were also conducted on a wheeled robot platform, the Segway
Robotic Mobility Platform (RMP) [3]. Figure 2.2 shows a representative picture.
The Segway RMP 100 model, derived from the p-Series line of Segway HTs
1www.tzi.de/4legged
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Figure 2.2: An Image of the Segway RMP.
(see [3] for details), was used for all experiments reported in this thesis. It has a
zero turning radius and is designed for indoor and outdoor navigation. It can carry
a payload of 100 − 150lbs and comes with dynamic stabilization capabilities. Its
dimensions are 610× 610× 690mm with a speed range of 0− 6mph. The following
devices were mounted on the Segway.
All processing of sensory input and generation of motor commands is per-
formed on a 1GHz Fujitsu tablet PC. The sensory input on the Segway is through
a set of sensors that includes a color stereo camera and a laser range finder. The
stereo camera is the Videre Design Stereo-on-Chip (STH-DCSG-STOC) camera.2
Figure 2.3 shows an image of the stereo camera.
The stereo camera provides color images, with a resolution of 640×480 pixels,
at 30Hz, in the RGB color space. Each lens provides a limited field-of-view (56o
horz. and 45o vert.) of the robot’s surroundings. The stereo matching algorithm for
creating the depth image is implemented at the chip level, providing high resolution
depth images at 30Hz without any additional processing on the tablet PC.
In addition to the stereo camera, a laser range finder is mounted on the
2http://www.videredesign.com/stereo on a chip.htm
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Figure 2.3: An Image of Stereo Camera: 130× 45× 40mm.
Segway, the Hokuyo URG-04LX3, whose features are its compact design, light weight
and low power consumption. The 50mm × 50mm × 70mm device weighs ≈ 160g,
provides high accuracy (±10mm), high angular resolution (0.36o) and a wide angular
range (240 degrees). This makes it an excellent device for creating a map of the
robot’s environment, especially for indoor use.
The Segway, when equipped with the sensors described above, is represen-
tative of mobile robot platforms that operate in outdoor settings, providing an
excellent platform on which the robot vision algorithms can be tested. Many of the
algorithms developed for the Aibo were also tested on the Segway. The high resolu-
tion images, and the availability of additional sensors and computational resources
provides an opportunity to extend the algorithms and test them outdoors. Though
this thesis does not aim to solve the problem of mobile robot vision in outdoor en-
vironments, it provides many of the basic tools essential for autonomous outdoor





This chapter describes the development of a vision system that runs in real-time on a
mobile robot platform with limited computational and memory resources, and rapid
camera motions. Within these constraints that are characteristic of many mobile
robot scenarios, challenging vision tasks such as color segmentation, object recogni-
tion, and line detection are tackled by developing new approaches and modifying
existing algorithms, to increase robustness and efficiency. For example, we use the
LAB color space for color segmentation, and a least square estimation procedure
for line detection. Here, the illumination conditions are assumed to be constant and
reasonably uniform, and the color calibration is performed manually, assumptions
which shall be relaxed in the following chapters. The baseline system therefore
provides a starting point for the main technical innovations of this thesis.
3.1 Introduction
The baseline vision system takes as input a stream of limited-field-of-view images,
the robot’s initial position, and the motion commands executed by it over time,
including the tilt, pan and roll of the camera. Additional sensory input is also taken
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into account if available. For example, in both our experimental platforms (Aibo
and Segway), the tilt and roll of the robot’s body can be inferred from accelerom-
eter inputs. The desired outputs are the distances and angles, with the associated
probability measure, to a set of color-coded objects with known locations, that can
be used to localize the robot, and to a set of mobile objects. In order to operate at
frame rate (30Hz) each complete cycle of operation, including tasks such as local-
ization, locomotion, and decision-making, can take a maximum of 33msec. At the
end of this section, timing data is provided for the algorithms.
Though motivated by and implemented in the robot soccer domain, this
problem formulation is characteristic of other robot vision applications. It could be
applied to the car-on-the-road task, where a camera mounted on a rapidly moving
car has to deal with a noisy, distorted stream of images. Common objects such as
stop and yield signs need to be detected. The current approach therefore also serves
as a case study of the development of an effective mobile robot vision system.
 REGIONS + OBJECTS
 LINE  DETECTION
YCbCr  IMAGE
   SEGMENTATION
    LOCALIZATION
Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the baseline vision system.
The algorithm proceeds in two stages: i) color map generation and re-
gion/blob formation (Section 3.2), which constitute the low-level vision module, and
ii) marker recognition and line detection (Section 3.3) that constitute the high-level
vision module. Figure 3.1 is a flowchart of the baseline vision system. Figure 3.2
shows four representative images from the robot soccer environment, which will be
use to illustrate the results of each stage (Figures 3.3–3.8).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.2: Sample Images in the RGB color space.
Sample videos showing the Aibo’s view, both as raw footage and after each
stage of processing, are available.1 The videos show that the camera moves jerkily
as the robot moves, and that many irrelevant objects appear in the field of view.
3.2 Color Segmentation and Region Formation
The first step in the baseline vision system is color segmentation, mapping image
pixels to color labels.2 A complete mapping identifies a label from among N (9 in
our case) options for each point in the input color space:
ΠE : {m1,i, m2,j ,m3,k} 7→ l |l∈[0,N−1], ∀i, j, k ∈ [0, 255] (3.1)
where m1,m2,m3 are the values along the three color channels (e.g. R, G, B), and l
refers to the numerical indices of the color labels under consideration (blue, orange,
pink etc). The subscript E is used to indicate that the mapping is dependent on
illumination (see Section 7.2 for detailed discussion).
Though previous research has produced good segmentation algorithms [16,
52, 71], most of it is computationally expensive to perform on robots, given the com-
putational constraints. Several approaches have been implemented in the RoboCup
domain, including decision trees [13] and axis-parallel rectangles in color space [15].
The approach described here is motivated by the desire to create mappings for each
1www.cs.utexas.edu/users/AustinVilla/?p=research/robust vision
2pink, yellow, blue, orange, red, darkblue, white, green, black.
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YCbCr3 value [80]. The mapping is represented as a color map or color cube, created
via an off-board training phase. A set of images (≈ 25) captured using the robot’s
camera are hand-labeled such that the robot learns the range of pixel values that
map to each color label. In order to generalize from the hand-labeled data, which
labels only ≈ 3% of the color space, each cell in the color map is assigned a color
label that is the weighted average of the cells a certain Manhattan distance away (a
form of Nearest Neighbor-NNr). The averaging removes the holes and edge effects
in the color map, and provides a good representation for overlapping colors. To
reduce memory requirements, the color space is sub-sampled to have values ranging
from 0–127 in each dimension. The resulting color map (≈ 2MB) is used by the
robot to segment subsequent images.
The segmentation in YCbCr is sensitive to minor illumination changes, such
as with shadows or highlights. Research in psychology and medical imaging has
suggested that a spherically distributed color space, LAB, provides some robustness
to illumination changes [79]. To take advantage of LAB ’s properties without incur-
ring the overhead of on-line conversion between color spaces, the initial labeling and
NNr operation are done in LAB. Then, each cell in the YCbCr color map is pro-
vided the same label as the corresponding cell in the LAB color map. The on-line
segmentation remains a table lookup.
The segmentation accuracy of the two color spaces was compared over ≈ 30
images captured to reflect small changes in illumination. The classification accura-
cies (%) were 81.2±4.4 and 92.7±2.5 for YCbCr and LAB respectively (statistically
different at 95% confidence level). Figure 3.3 shows the result of segmentation in
LAB on the images in Figure 3.2.
The next step is to find contiguous regions of constant colors, i.e. cluster
pixels of the same color into meaningful groups/blobs. The method described here
3YCbCr is the robot’s native color space
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.3: Sample Segmented Images — Compare with Figure 3.2.
is modeled after previous approaches on the Aibo [80]. As the image pixels are
segmented they are organized into run-lengths [31] represented as the start point
and length in pixels of a contiguous color strip. As an optimization, only colors that
identify objects of interest are encoded – the colors of the field (green) and the lines
(white) are omitted. Instead lines are detected as described in Section 3.3.
Next, an implementation of the Union-Find algorithm [17] is used to merge
run-lengths of the same color that are within a threshold Euclidean distance from
each other. In addition, bounding boxes i.e. rectangular boundaries around the
regions, are built. This abstraction provides a set of bounding boxes, one for each
region in the current image, that stores a set of properties, such as the number
of pixels it envelopes (see Appendix A). Figure 3.4 shows sample images. Color
segmentation and region formation constitute the low-level vision module.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.4: Sample Regions — Compare with Figure 3.2.
Though presented in the context of the Aibo, these algorithms generalize to
other mobile robot applications, such as the images of higher resolution from the
stereo camera on the Segway RMP (see Figure 3.5). Image results after the appli-
cation of the color segmentation and region formation algorithms are in Figure 3.6.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.5: Sample Images on the Segway.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.6: Sample Segmented Images on the Segway — Compare with Figure 3.5.
Both qualitatively and quantitatively the segmentation performance is com-
parable to that on the Aibo, the only difference being that the native color space
for the stereo camera is RGB instead of YCbCr. The larger images pose no problem
since the processing is performed on-board a tablet PC with much more compu-
tational power than the Aibo. In fact, the time taken for color segmentation and
region building was less than that taken by the Aibo. This suggests that the algo-
rithms, in principle, could also be used in other mobile robot vision applications. In
the case of the car-on-the-road task, the vision system would still need to recognize
colored regions in varying backgrounds, e.g. red for the stop sign, yellow for the
yield sign, and white for the lines on the road.
3.3 Object Recognition and Line Detection
The next step is to recognize the relevant objects from the candidate regions iden-
tified in the image. Errors in the segmentation phase due to noise and/or irrelevant
objects (people, chairs, walls, computers) can lead to the formation of spurious re-
gions and make object recognition challenging. This is a major area of research in
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computer vision with different approaches [6, 75] that typically involve extensive
computation of object features or large amounts of storage in the form of object
templates corresponding to different views.
Many robot application environments have inherent structure that can be
exploited to recognize useful objects. The domain knowledge that gets incorporated
as heuristic constraints depends on the application. In the domains considered here,
all the objects in the robot’s environment (fixed markers which the robot uses to
localize itself and the moving objects that the robot has to track) are color-coded.
In the car-on-the-road example, the objects could include the stop (and yield) signs
and other vehicles.
A set of heuristics are designed to eliminate regions that do not meet strict
constraints on size, density and position in the image. For example, all objects
of interest to the robots are either on the ground or a certain distance above the
ground and have bounding boxes with high densities. Details of the heuristics are
in Appendix A and a technical report [67]. These heuristics are easy to apply
since the required properties were stored in the region formation stage. The degree
of conformity between expected and observed values of the properties is used to
determine the probability of occurrence of each object.
The performance of the object recognition system was analyzed over eight
sets of ≈ 200 images, each set captured over a period of ≈ 20 seconds with the
ground truth provided by a human observer. This test is first performed with the
robot stationary and then with the robot in motion. The corresponding classification
accuracies were 100% and 92.7% respectively, with no false positives. The motion-
based distortion causes a decrease in the accuracy of object recognition. Figure 3.7
shows sample image results.
Once an object is recognized in the image, the relative distance and angle
to the object are determined using basic trigonometry and established coordinate
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.7: Sample Object Recognition — Compare with Figure 3.2.
transforms (Appendix F). A video seen through the Aibo’s camera, as it moves
around recognizing objects, can be seen online.4
In addition to the objects, lines with known locations can be important
sources of information, especially since the robots’ main focus (during a game) is
the ball, and other robots may occlude the beacons and goals. In the case of the
car-on-the-road, lines help recognize lanes and pedestrian crossing zones. Previous
research has resulted in methods such as Hough Transforms, and edge detectors
such as Canny and Sobel (see a image processing textbook [31]). But they involve
operations that are too time-consuming for our purposes.
The approach described here builds on a previous approach in the RoboCup
domain [54]. It utilizes environmental knowledge: edges of interest on the field
involve a white-green or green-white-green transition corresponding to the borders
and the field lines respectively. A series of vertical scans are performed on the
segmented image, the scan lines spaced 4− 5 pixels apart to speed up the scanning
and eliminate noisy lines that extend only a few pixels across. The observation of
lines closer to the robot provides more reliable (less noisy) information. The robot
therefore scans the image from the bottom of the top, and once an edge pixel is
detected along a scan line, the algorithm proceeds to the next scan line even though
it prevents it from finding line pixels further along the scan line. The scan lines are
suitably oriented to compensate for the camera motion-based image rotation. The
candidate edge pixels are filtered through a set of heuristic filters whose parameters
4www.cs.utexas.edu/users/AustinVilla/?p=research/robust vision
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were determined experimentally (see Appendix A).
Instead of using the detected edge pixels as localization inputs as in previous
approaches [54], lines are fit to the edge pixels using the Least Square Estimation
procedure [43]. Although line pixels (or lines) provide useful information, the line
intersections, though still not unique, involve much less ambiguity, which can be
resolved using prior robot pose. In order to determine the line intersections, a pair
of lines are considered at a time. Line intersections are accepted only if they satisfy
experimentally determined heuristic thresholds (see Appendix A). Figure 3.8 shows
a set of images with field lines in pink and border lines in red.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.8: Sample Line Recognition — Pink Field Lines and Red Borders.
The performance of the algorithm was analyzed over≈ 2000 images each for a
stationary and moving robot. The corresponding classification accuracies were 100%
and 93.3% respectively, with no false positives in either case. Motion introduces
noise in the image leading to a reduction in accuracy. The use of lines in the
localization module produced a significant improvement in performance [62].
The timing analysis of the baseline system is shown in Table 3.1 – the robot
is able to operate well within frame-rate (30Hz = 33msec per frame).
Modules Time per frame (msec)
Segmentation 0.10
Segmentation + Regions 18.3
Segmentation + Regions + Objects 21.7
Segmentation + Regions + Objects + Lines 26.1
Table 3.1: Timing analysis of the Baseline vision system
In order to test the entire module on a different robot platform, the object recog-
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nition and line detection algorithms were also applied to the Segway RMP. Sample
results are shown in Figure 3.9.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.9: Sample Segmented Images on the Segway — Compare with Figure 3.5.
During the testing on the Segway, the same algorithms were applied and the
heuristic constraints were modified based on the objects that had to be detected,
because the objects under consideration had different shapes and sizes. Another
extension was to compensate for image rotation due to robot motion, by computing
the principal axes of the regions of interest [19]. This feature accounts for the close-
fitting boundaries of objects in Figure 3.9. The objects are detected in real-time,
well within the computational resources available.
3.4 Summary - Baseline System
This chapter described the development of a baseline vision system that works in
real-time on the robots and performs color segmentation, object recognition and line
detection. This work, as applied to the Aibos, is also described in [65]. The system
suffers from two major problems that need to be addressed to provide an autonomous
mobile robot vision system. First, even for a fixed illumination, the vision system
requires more than an hour of manual color calibration. Second, the system is highly
dependent on constant and uniform illumination during its operation, something
that is not representative of a typical mobile robot application environment. The
next two chapters present the main contributions of this thesis that address these





A major drawback of the baseline vision system is the color calibration process
involving more than an hour of human effort each time the illumination changes
slightly. This chapter presents an algorithm that enables the robot to learn the
color map autonomously.
4.1 Introduction
As described in Section 3.2, the baseline vision system requires hand-labeling of
several (≈ 20 − 30) images, leading to a long setup time before the robots can
be deployed. The calibration needs to be repeated each time the environmental
conditions, for instance illumination, change significantly. This chapter presents a
novel approach that enables the robot to autonomously plan its motion and learn the
colors in its environment, using the known positions and descriptions of color-coded
objects. A hybrid color representation is introduced that enables the entire color
map to be learned in less than five minutes of robot time, both within controlled
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lab settings and in less controlled settings outside the lab.
A key defining feature of the algorithm is that there is no a priori knowledge
of color distributions or labeled color data. The method depends only on the struc-
ture — known positions, shapes and color labels of objects. It is independent of the
actual color labels (blue, yellow etc.) assigned to each object, facilitating learning
under different illuminations and even changes of entire colors (e.g. repainting all red
objects as blue and vice versa). Here, the approach is implemented and tested on
the Aibo and the Segway. The car-on-the-road example could use distinctly-colored
objects – red-stop sign, yellow-yield sign, white/yellow lines on the road – to learn
the desired colors.
As in the case of the baseline vision system (Section 3.1), the problem of color
segmentation can be characterized by a set of inputs, outputs and constraints:
1. Inputs:
• A color-coded model of the world that the robot inhabits, containing a rep-
resentation of the shape, position, and colors of all objects of interest. The
segmentation stage of the baseline system did not use such a representation.
• A stream of limited-field-of-view images. The images present a view of
the structured world with many useful color-coded objects, but also many
unpredictable elements.
• The initial position of the robot and the motion commands executed by it
over time, particularly those specifying the camera motion.
2. Output:
• A Color Map that assigns a color label to each point in the color space.
3. Constraints:
• Limited computational and memory resources with all processing being
performed on-board the robot.
• Rapid motion of the camera with associated noise and image distortions.
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The goal is to generate a reliable mapping from the inputs to the outputs, while
operating within the constraints imposed by the test platform. The problem of color
segmentation and the color representation are formally described in Section 4.2, a
generalization of the description in Section 3.2. Section 4.3 provides details of the
planned color learning algorithm, followed by a description of the experimental setup
and experimental results in Section 4.4. A summary is provided in Section 4.5.
4.2 Color Representation
Before the color representation is described, a few related keywords are briefly re-
viewed – Appendix B defines all the keywords in greater detail.
Color is a complex perceptual phenomenon, which is the symbolic label as-
signed to the range of Sensor Values corresponding to an object, under the reference
Canonical Illumination. The sensor values along the three channels of an imaging
device are a function of the Illumination, the Surface Reflectance of the objects
in the scene, and the Sensor Characteristics of the imaging device. Illumination
describes the light intensity as a function of wavelength, while surface reflectance
refers to the proportion of the incident light reflected by the object as a function
of the wavelength. Sensor characteristics define the frequency-dependence of the
activation of each channel of the sensor under consideration. Each color is modeled
(represented) as a probability density function (pdf) of the sensor values that rep-
resent that color. A Color Map provides a mapping from the sensor values to the
color labels. In this thesis Environmental Structure refers to the known positions
and descriptions of the objects of interest – it is used for Color Learning, i.e. to
build a representation for the colors.
In order to recognize objects in a color-coded world, a robot typically needs
to recognize a certain discrete number of colors (l ∈ [0, N−1]). A complete mapping
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(as in Equation 3.1) identifies a label for each point in the color space:
ΠE : {m1,i,m2,j ,m3,k} 7→ l|l∈[0,N−1], ∀i, j, k ∈ [0, 255] (4.1)
where m1,m2,m3 are the color channels (e.g. R, G, B in the RGB color space, and
Y, Cb, Cr in the YCbCr space), with the corresponding values ranging from 0−255.
During the first phase of experimentation, each color was modeled as a three-
dimensional (3D) Gaussian with mutually independent color channels [64]. Using
empirical data and the statistical technique of bootstrapping [20], it was determined
that this representation closely approximates reality (see Appendix D). In addition
to simplifying calculations, the Gaussian model requires the storage of just the mean
and covariance matrix as the statistics for each color, thereby reducing the memory
requirements compared to a fully general model.
For the 3D Gaussian model with independent channels, the a priori proba-





(m− µl)tΣ−1l (m− µl)} (4.2)
where, m = m1,m2,m3 represents the value at a pixel along the three color chan-
nels, while µl and σl represent the mean and covariance matrix of the color under
consideration, l. Assuming equal priors (P (l) = 1/N, ∀l ∈ [0, N − 1]), each color’s
a posteriori probability is given by:
p(l|m) ∝ p(m|l) (4.3)
The Gaussian model for color distributions performs well inside the lab, generaliz-
ing with limited samples and handling minor illumination changes when the color
distributions are actually unimodal. However, in un-engineered settings outside the
lab, factors such as shadows and larger illumination changes result in multi-modal
color distributions which cannot be modeled properly using Gaussians.
Color histograms provide an excellent alternative to Gaussians when colors
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have multi-modal distributions in the color space [72]. Here, the possible color values
(0–255 along each channel) are discretized into a specific number of bins that store
the count of pixels that map into that bin. The 3D histogram of a color can be
normalized to provide the pdf for that color (Equation 4.2):
p(m|l) ≡ Histl(b1, b2, b3)∑
Histl
(4.4)
where b1, b2, b3 represent the histogram bin indices corresponding to the color
channel values m1, m2,m3. The a posteriori probabilities for each color are then
given by Equation 4.3.
Unfortunately, histograms do not generalize well with limited training data,
for instance for previously unseen samples produced by minor illumination changes.
Constrained resources prevent the implementation of operations more sophisticated
than smoothing. Also, histograms require more storage, which would be wasteful for
colors that can be modeled as Gaussians. Here, we combine the two representations
such that they complement each other: colors for which a 3D Gaussian is not a
good fit are modeled using 3D histograms. The decision is made online by the robot,
for each color, based on pixel samples.
Samples for which a 3D Gaussian is a bad fit can still be modeled analyti-
cally using other distributions (e.g. mixture of Gaussians, Weibull) through methods
such as Expectation-Maximization [19]. But the Gaussian and histogram constitute
a minimal set of models that provide the required capability to model the desired
distributions, and they perform as well as the other more sophisticated models (Ap-
pendix E). In addition, the parameters of these two models can be easily determined
in real-time within the computational constraints of mobile robot platforms.
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4.3 Algorithm
The planned color learning algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. Underlined func-
tion names are described below.
The preliminary version of the algorithm [64] (lines 11, 12, 17 − 20 in Algo-
rithm 1) had the robot learn colors by moving along a prespecified motion sequence,
and modeled each color as a 3D Gaussian. As mentioned above, the Gaussian
assumption may not hold outside the constrained lab setting. The current algo-
rithm uses a hybrid representation that automatically chooses between two different
models for each color and autonomously generates a motion sequence suitable for
learning colors for any given robot starting pose and object configuration.
The robot starts off at a known pose with no prior color information (images
segmented black). It has a list of colors to be learned (Colors) and an array of
structures (Regions), where each structure corresponds to an object of a particular
color and stores properties such as the object’s size (length, width) and its three-
dimensional location (x,y,z) in the world model. Both the robot’s starting pose
and object locations can be varied between trials, which causes the robot to modify
the list of candidate regions for each color. Though this approach does require
human input, in many applications, particularly when object locations change less
frequently than illumination, it is more efficient than hand-labeling images.
Due to the noise in the motion model and the initial lack of visual informa-
tion, constraints are imposed on the robot’s motion and object positions in order to
resolve conflicts that may arise during learning. These heuristic constraints depend
on the problem domain. Here, two decisions need to be made: the order in which
the colors are to be learned, and the best candidate object for learning a particular
color. The algorithm currently makes these decisions greedily and heuristically, i.e.
it analyzes one step at a time without actually planning for the subsequent steps.
In the current task domain, three factors influence these choices:
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Algorithm 1 Planned Autonomous General Color Learning
Require: Known initial pose (can be varied across trials).
Require: Color-coded model of the robot’s world - objects at known positions,
which can change between trials.
Require: Empty Color Map; List of colors to be learned - Colors.
Require: Arrays of colored regions, rectangular shapes in 3D; Regions. A list for
each color, consisting of the properties (size, shape) of the regions of that color.
Require: Ability to navigate to a target pose (x, y, θ).
1: i = 0, N = MaxColors
2: Timest = CurrT ime, Time[] — the maximum time allowed to learn each color.
3: while i < N do
4: Color = BestColorToLearn( i );
5: TargetPose = BestTargetPose( Color );
6: Motion = RequiredMotion( TargetPose )
7: Perform Motion {Monitored using visual input and localization}
8: if TargetRegionFound( Color ) then
9: Collect samples from the candidate region, Observed[][3].
10: if PossibleGaussianFit(Observed) then
11: LearnGaussParams( Colors[i] )
12: Learn Mean and Variance from samples
13: else { 3D Gaussian not a good fit to samples }
14: LearnHistVals( Colors[i] )
15: Update the color’s 3D histogram using the samples
16: end if
17: UpdateColorMap()
18: if !Valid( Color ) then
19: RemoveFromMap( Color )
20: end if
21: else
22: Rotate at target position.
23: end if
24: if CurrT ime− Timest ≥ Time[Color] or RotationAngle ≥ Angth then
25: i = i + 1
26: Timest = CurrT ime
27: end if
28: end while
29: Write out the color statistics and the Color Map.
1. The amount of motion (distance) that is required to place the robot in a
location suitable to learn the color.
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2. The size of the candidate region the color can be learned from.
3. The existence of a region that can be used to learn that color independent of
the knowledge of any other (as of yet) unknown color.
Specifically, if a color can be learned with minimal motion and/or is visible in large
quantities around the robot’s current location, it should be learned first. Sometimes
a color can be learned more reliably by associating it with another color around
it. For example, in our default configuration, pink has regions of the same size
associated with either blue or yellow. The robot attempts to learn one of those
two colors before it attempts to learn pink. Essentially, these factors are used by
the robot in a set of heuristic functions to maximize color-learning opportunities
while minimizing localization errors. The relative weights assigned to the individual
factors are used to resolve the conflicts, if any, between the factors. The robot hence
computes three weights for each color-object combination (l, i):
w1 = fd( d(l, i) ), w2 = fs( s(l, i) ), w3 = fu( o(l, i) ) (4.5)
where the functions d(l, i), s(l, i) and o(l, i) represent the distance, size and object
description for each color-object combination. The function fd( d(l, i) ) assigns a
smaller weight to distances that are large, while fs( s(l, i) ) assigns larger weights to
larger candidate objects. The function fu( o(l, i) ) encodes the fact that there are
objects in the robot’s environment that consist of more than one color and conversely
there are colors that only exist in objects with more than one color. If a particular
object i consists of color c and other color(s), the color-object combination (l, i) is
given a larger weight iff the other color(s) have already been learned. Also, if a
particular object i for color l is not composed of any color, in addition to l, that is
currently unknown, (l, i) is given a larger weight.
The weights are used to dynamically determine the value of each color-object
combination and the robot, during each decision cycle, chooses the combination that
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fd( d(l, i) ) + fs( d(l, i) ) + fu( o(l, i) )
]}
(4.6)
where the robot parses through the different objects available for each color (Nl)
and calculates the weights. For each color, the object that provides the maximum
weight is determined. Next, the color that results in the maximum among these
values is chosen to be learned first. The functions are currently experimentally
determined based on the relative importance of each factor, though once estimated
they work across different environments. One future research direction is to learn
these functions automatically, i.e. the robot can learn the relative value of each
color-object combination using statistics collected over successive trials. The learned
model could then be used to plan the globally optimal path.





fd( d(l, i) ) + fs( d(l, i) ) + fu( o(l, i) )
}
(4.7)
For a chosen color, the best candidate object is the one that provides the maximum
weight for the given heuristic functions. The robot next calculates the BestTarget-
Pose() (line 5) to learn the desired color from this target object. Specifically, using
the known world model, it attempts to move to a pose where the entire candidate
object would be in its field of view. Using its navigation function – RequiredMo-
tion() (line 6) – the robot determines and executes the motion sequence to place it
at the target pose. The current knowledge of colors is used to recognize objects and
localize using particle filtering [62] thereby providing visual feedback for the motion.
As the robot learns colors, the visual feedback helps correct for inaccuracies in the
motion model and/or slippage.
Once it gets close to the target pose, the robot searches for image regions that
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satisfy the heuristic shape and size constraints for the target object. The structure
corresponding to the target object provides the actual properties such as the object’s
(x,y,z) location, width and height. Based on its pose and geometric principles,
the robot uses these properties to dynamically compute suitable constraints. The
robot stops when either TargetRegionFound() (line 8) is true or its pose estimate
corresponds to the target pose.
If a suitable image region is found, the robot stops with the region at the
center of its visual field. The pixel values (a 3×1 vector) in the region, which satisfy
simple out-lier checks, are used as verification samples, Observed to check goodness-
of-fit with a 3D Gaussian (PossibleGaussianFit() — line 10). The verification is
done using the statistical bootstrap technique, as described in Algorithm 2, with
the Jensen-Shannon distance measure [18] (line 3 of Algorithm 2). Appendix D
describes the bootstrap test for goodness-of-fit and shows that the 3D Gaussian is
a good fit for the color distributions under controlled lab settings.
Algorithm 2 PossibleGaussianFit(), line 10 of Algorithm 1.
1: Determine Maximum-likelihood estimate of Gaussian parameters from samples,
Observed.
2: Draw N samples from estimated Gaussian – Estimated, N = size of Observed.
3: Dist = JSDist(Observed, Estimated).
4: Combine Observed and Estimated – Data, 2N items.
5: for i = 1 to NumTrials do
6: Sample N items with replacement from Data – Data1, remaining items –
Data2.
7: Disti = JSDist(Data1, Data2)
8: end for
9: Goodness-of-fit by p-value: where Dist lies in the range of Disti.
If the 3D Gaussian is a good fit, the robot executes LearnGaussParams()
(line 11). Each pixel of the candidate region (currently black, i.e. unlabeled) that is
sufficiently distant from the means of the other known color distributions is selected.
The mean and covariance of these pixel values represent the pdf of the color under
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consideration. If the 3D Gaussian is not a good fit for the samples, the same
candidate pixels are used to populate a 3D histogram (LearnHistVals() — line 14).
Next, the function UpdateColorMap() (line 17) uses the learned distributions to
generate the Color Map. Assigning color labels to each cell in the 128×128×128 map
is computationally expensive and is performed only once every five seconds. Each
cell in the color map, which corresponds to a particular 3D vector of pixel values,
is assigned a label corresponding to the color which has the largest a posteriori
probability (Equation 4.3) for that vector of pixel values.
By definition, Gaussians have a non-zero value throughout the color space.
During the learning process, the robot could classify all the color map cells into one
of the colors currently included in the map, resulting in no candidate regions for the
other colors. Therefore, a cell is assigned a particular color label iff its distance from
the mean of the corresponding color lies within an integral multiple of the color’s
covariance. Histograms do not have this problem.
The updated map is used to segment subsequent images and detect objects
for two reasons. First, it helps validate the learned parameters and remove erroneous
color statistics (Gaussian/Histogram) if necessary (line 18, 19). If the target object
corresponding to the color just learned is not found over several consecutive frames,
it is taken as an indication of the fact that the color has been learned from an
incorrect object. Second, it helps the robot localize and move to locations suitable
for learning the other colors. The learning algorithm essentially bootstraps, the
knowledge available at any given instant being exploited to plan and execute the
subsequent tasks efficiently.
If the candidate object is not found at the target pose, it is attributed to
slippage since the limited field-of-view coupled with a small error in the pose estimate
can cause an object to not be visible. In order to prevent abrupt transitions in
motion direction (which can lead to localization errors), the robot turns in place
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searching for the candidate region with relaxed constraints, rather than turning
a certain amount in each direction. The constraints on size and location prevent
the selection of a wrong target image region under most cases, and the validation
process handles the other cases. A current direction of research is to make the
system more robust to motion errors. If the robot has turned in place for more than
a threshold angle (Angth = 360o) and/or has spent more than a threshold amount
of time on a color (Time[Color] ≈ 20sec), it transitions to the next color in the
list, and continues until it has tried to learn all the colors. A video of the learning
process can be seen online.1
Instead of providing a color map or the motion sequence each time the envi-
ronment or the illumination changes, only the descriptions of objects in the robot’s
world are provided. The robot plans its motion and learns colors autonomously,
enabling faster deployment than when the hand-labeling process is used, especially
in domains where object locations change less frequently than illumination.
4.4 Experimental Setup and Results
The algorithm is successful if the robot is able to plan a motion sequence and choose
the best model for each color, thereby learning the desired colors efficiently both
within controlled lab settings and in less controlled settings outside the lab. Hence,
the color-learning and the planning aspects of the algorithm are tested. In addition,
the color-learning process is also tested on the Segway (Section 2.2).
4.4.1 Aibo Experiments
On the Aibo, the two color representations, Gaussians (AllGauss) and Histograms
(AllHist), were first compared within controlled lab settings, i.e. all colors are mod-
eled as Gaussians and histograms respectively to generate corresponding color maps.
1www.cs.utexas.edu/users/AustinVilla/?p=research/auto vis
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Qualitatively, both representations produced similar results: Figure 4.1. Next, the
two color maps were quantitatively compared with the labels provided by a human
observer, over ≈ 30 images. Since most objects of interest are on or slightly above
the ground, only suitable image regions were hand-labeled (on average 6000 of the
total 33280 pixels). The average classification accuracies for AllHist and AllGauss
were 96.7 ± 0.85 and 97.1 ± 1.01. The corresponding storage requirements were





Figure 4.1: Images inside the lab. (a)-(c) Original, (d)-(f) AllGauss, (g)-(i) AllHist.
AllHist performs as well as AllGauss.
This thesis aims to provide algorithms applicable to less-controlled settings.
The same algorithm was hence tested in two indoor corridors, where the natural
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setting consisted of overhead fluorescent lamps, resulting in non-uniform illumina-
tion with highlights and shadows. In the first corridor, the floor was non-carpeted
and of a similar color as the walls. Due to non-uniform illumination, the floor and
walls had multi-modal color distributions. AllGauss did not lead to a suitable rep-
resentation for the ground/walls, causing problems with finding candidates for other
colors (Figure 4.2). With the hybrid representation, GaussHist, the robot automat-
ically models one color (wall, ground) as a histogram and the others as Gaussians.
Figure 4.3 compares AllHist with GaussHist.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.2: Segmentation with: (a)-(b) 3D Gaussians, (c)-(d) 3D Histograms. Gaussians
do not model ground/walls well but Histograms do.
The AllHist model does model the ground color better. But unlike Gaus-
sians, histograms require more storage, do not generalize well to minor illumination
changes (errors in row 2 of Figure 4.3), and are unable to resolve conflicts between
overlapping colors. For example, when the color red is to be learned in addition
to similar colors such as orange and pink, the robot is unable to identify suitable
candidate regions, leading to false positives (e, f in Figure 4.4). With Gaussians,
the robot can vary the spread of the known overlapping colors. Hence GaussHist
lets the robot successfully learn the total set of colors (d in Figure 4.4).
Next, the color learning algorithm was run in a different corridor, where the
floor had a patterned carpet with varying shades and the illumination resulted in
multi-modal distributions for the ground and the walls. Sample image results are
shown in Figure 4.5. AllGauss did not model the multi-modal color distributions





Figure 4.3: Images outside the lab (Case 1): (a)-(c) Original, (d)-(f) AllHist, (g)-(i)
GaussHist. GaussHist performs better under minor illumination changes.
variations during testing (row 2, Figure 4.5). But GaussHist was able to learn all
the desired colors (Row 3, Figure 4.5), choosing a suitable representation for each
color. Additional experiments were run with objects other than those on the robot
soccer field – trash cans, boxes etc, which were not uniform-colored, resulting in
multi-modal color distributions. But the robot learned those colors as well.
Table 4.1 documents numerical results for the two test cases outside the
controlled lab setting. The storage requirements reflect the number of colors repre-
sented as histograms instead of Gaussians. Sample images for this setting can be





Figure 4.4: Images with opponent color in map: (a)-(c) Original, (d) GaussHist, (e)-(f)
AllHist. GaussHist models overlapping colors better.
can be applied to different illuminations, and can handle re-paintings — changing
all yellow objects to white and vice versa poses no problem.
Type Accuracy (%) (KB)
AllHist− 1 89.53± 4.19 3000
GaussHist− 1 97.13± 1.99 440
AllHist− 2 91.29± 3.83 3000
GaussHist− 2 96.57± 2.47 880
Table 4.1: Accuracies and storage requirements of models in two different indoor corridors.
The results are statistically significant.
One challenge in experimental methodology was to measure the robot’s plan-
ning capabilities in qualitatively difficult setups (objects configurations and robot’s
initial position). A group of seven graduate students with experience working with
the Aibos were invited to suggest challenging configurations. It is difficult to define
challenging situations ahead of time, but some examples that came up include hav-
ing the robot move a large distance in the initial stages of the color learning process,





Figure 4.5: Images outside the lab (Case 2): (a)-(c) Original, (d)-(f) AllHist, (g)-(i)
GaussHist. GaussHist generalizes better to handle minor illumination changes.
each other, making it difficult to distinguish between them. For each configuration,
we measured the number of successful learning attempts: an attempt is deemed a
success if all five colors needed for localization (pink, yellow, blue, white, green) are
learned. Table 4.2 tabulates the performance of the robot in its planning task over
15 configurations, with 10 trials for each configuration. The localization error is the
difference between the robot’s estimate and the actual target positions, measured
by a human using a tape measure.
The localization error with the learned map is comparable to that with a
hand-labeled color map (≈ 6cm, 8cm, 4deg in X, Y , and θ). Table 4.2 also indicates
that the robot is mostly able to plan a suitable motion sequence and learn colors.
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Config Success (%) Localization Error
X (cm) Y (cm) θ (deg)
Worst 70 17 20 20
Best 100 3 5 0
avg 90± 10.7 8.6± 3.7 13.1± 5.3 9± 7.7
Table 4.2: Successful Planning and Localization Accuracy.
The robot typically fails when it has to move long distances with little/no color
knowledge, and hence has no means of correcting the inevitable odometry errors.
One configuration where the robot plans a motion sequence and learns all the colors




























Figure 4.6: Sample Configuration where robot successfully learns all colors.
In Figure 4.6, the poses that the robot moves through to learn the colors
are marked in sequence from 1− 6, with the circles representing the position of the
center of the robot’s body. The arrows show the orientation of the robot, which in
this case implies the direction that the robot is facing at each pose. All the objects
used by the robot to learn the colors are suitably labeled. This figure displays the
default configuration of the objects in the robot’s environment.
Figure 4.7 on the other hand shows one configuration where the robot fails.
Here, it is forced to move a large distance to obtain its first color-learning oppor-


















Figure 4.7: Sample Configuration where robot performs worst.
the robot into positions quite far away from its target location and it is unable to
find any candidate image region that satisfies the target object’s constraints. Cur-
rently, failure in the initial stages strands the robot without any chance of recovery.
A suitable recovery mechanism is an area for future work. But the failure is largely
due to external factors such as slippage: the planned motion sequence leads to suc-
cessful color learning if the robot is able to execute it properly. A video of the robot
localizing to points in an indoor corridor can be seen online.3
4.4.2 Segway experiments
The color learning algorithm was implemented on the Segway RMP in an attempt
to test its ability to work on a different platform with different computational con-
straints and motion characteristics, using images captured with a different camera.
Here, the robot did not plan its motion sequence. It was provided three lists, the
list of colors to learn, the list of objects to learn the colors from, and the list of
corresponding poses at which the colors are to be learned.
First, the algorithm was tested in the controlled lab setting. Once the robot
3www.cs.utexas.edu/users/AustinVilla/?p=research/gen color
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had learned the desired colors, the segmentation accuracy of the learned color map
was compared with that provided by a manually generated color map, over a se-
quence of 18 images. Figure 4.8 shows sample images.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.8: Images from Segway inside the lab. (a)-(c) Original, (d)-(f) Segmented.
Qualitatively, the segmentation performance is quite satisfactory. The ob-
jects used in these experiments were those normally used in the Segway RoboSoccer
league, such as the field, carpet and goals. Even in the lab, the distribution of
the ground color is multi-modal though the illumination is reasonably uniform; it
consists of the green field and also a patterned carpet. In addition, the illumination
and shadows make the distribution of the wall color also multi-modal. The robot
automatically models the ground and the wall colors as histograms, while the other
colors are modeled as Gaussians.
Next, the same algorithm was tested in an indoor corridor, where the color
distribution of the walls and ground are multi-modal due to the non-uniform illu-
mination. The robot automatically selects the appropriate color model and learns
all the colors without manual feedback. Figure 4.9 shows sample images.




Figure 4.9: Images from Segway outside the lab. (a)-(c) Original, (d)-(f) Segmented.
compared with that provided by a manually generated color map. The results,






Table 4.3: Segmentation accuracies of learned vs. hand-labeled color map on Segway. The
results are not statistically significant.
The results indicate that the learned color map performs almost as well as the hand-
labeled one. The results also show that the color learning algorithm generalizes to
robot platforms other than the Aibo. The same scheme could also be used to learn
features in addition to color in outdoor environments.
4.5 Summary - Color Learning
A major drawback of the baseline vision system (Chapter 3) was the need for elab-
orate manual sensor calibration before the system could be deployed. This chapter
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described an algorithm that enables the robot to use the known world model (struc-
ture) to autonomously plan a suitable motion sequence and learn colors. Using the
hybrid representation the robot is able to learn colors both within the controlled lab
environment and in less controlled settings outside it, such as indoor corridors. The
algorithm bootstraps; at each stage, the known colors are used to detect objects,
thereby localizing to locations appropriate for learning other colors. The segmen-
tation and localization accuracies with the learned color map are comparable to
that with the hand-labeled color map. The robot is able to plan its motion se-
quence for several different object configurations that were specifically designed to
be adversarial. In addition, the color learning algorithm works on the Segway.
In the domains considered here, the objects of interest consist of known
markers that are color-coded. In the car-on-the-road task, for example, the vision
system could learn a yield sign colored yellow and a stop sign painted red. Hence
colors are used as the distinctive features. But in other environments with features
that are not constant-colored, other feature representations, such as those used by
SIFT [46], could be used. As long as the locations of the objects remain as indicated
on the map, the robot could robustly re-learn how to detect them.
Though the learning algorithm can quickly learn a new color map whenever
illumination changes significantly, it does not fully address the illumination sensitiv-
ity problem because it does not automatically detect changes in illumination. The





One major drawback of the baseline vision system described in Chapter 3 was the
sensitivity to illumination changes. This chapter describes an approach that enables
the robot to detect and adapt to illumination changes autonomously.
5.1 Motivation
A robot operating in the real world is subjected to illumination changes, such as
between day and night. Illumination changes cause a shift in the color distributions
in the color space and the previously trained color map ceases to be useful. On robots
with visual sensors, this typically requires the repetition of the training phase that
generates the color map. In real world tasks such as the car-on-the-road, lack of
proper color information can lead to disastrous consequences.
As shown in Figure 5.1 the color map trained for an illumination works fine
for minor changes in illumination but results in very bad segmentation when the
illumination changes significantly. The top row shows segmentation results when a
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 5.1: Sample Images showing Illumination Sensitivity.
color map is trained and tested on images captured under the same illumination. The
bottom row shows the segmentation obtained when the same map is used to segment
images captured under a different illumination — note that the segmentation results
are very bad and almost entire objects are segmented incorrectly.
The planned color learning algorithm in Section 4.3 enables the robot to
learn the color map, but continuous human supervision is still required to enable
the detection of illumination changes. Stated differently, the robot has the ability
to decide what to learn i.e. what models to use for each color distribution, and to
decide how to learn i.e. what sequence of actions to execute to learn the models.
But the robot still needs to be able to decide when to learn. In order to work over
a range of illuminations, the robot must be able to:
1. Detect a change in illumination by extracting suitable statistics from its input
images;
2. Automatically learn a new color map if it is put in an illumination which it has
never seen before;
3. Transition to an appropriate color map if it is placed in an illumination that it
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has learned a color map for, and use that for subsequent vision processing;
4. Perform all the necessary computation efficiently without having an adverse effect
on its real-time task performance.
After an abstract description of our overall approach (Section 5.2), we formally
describe the problem and our solution to it in Section 5.3, followed by the algorithm
(Section 5.4), the experimental results (Section 5.5) and a summary (Section 5.6).
5.2 Abstract Problem Description
The keywords used in this chapter, such as Illumination, Surface Reflectance, Chan-
nel Sensitivity, Sensor Responses, Canonical Illumination, and Color Constancy, are
defined in Appendix B. Here, the focus is on color constancy, which can be stated
as the ability to assign the same color label to the sensor values of an object, as
under the canonical illumination. Unlike the human visual system, cameras, even
those with automatic gain control, cannot accurately generate the color map corre-
sponding to several overlapping colors, in response to illumination changes.
The pixel values obtained at a pixel p in the camera image are influenced by
the illumination, surface reflectance and the channel sensitivities. The problem can




Here, E(λ) is the Illumination/irradiance, Sx(λ) is the Surface Reflectance
at a 3D scene point x that projects to the image pixel p, while Rj(λ) is the Channel
Sensitivity of the imaging device’s j th sensor. The sensor value of the j th sensor of
the imaging device at pixel p, mpj , is the integral of the product of these three terms
over the range of wavelengths of light.
Equation 5.1 assumes a linear model. The sensor characteristics are actually
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a function of the wavelength and the product of the illumination and the surface




Colors are labels assigned to specific ranges of sensor values, under a canonical il-
lumination. Changing either S(λ) or E(λ) can modify the sensor values, assuming
the imaging device and hence R(λ) remain unchanged. In many mobile robot appli-
cations, S(λ) is assumed to be constant. So, when the illumination is changed, the
mapping from the physical object to the sensor values is no longer valid. A red ob-
ject, which under the canonical illuminant produced a certain distribution of sensor
values, may now result in a different distribution. Put differently, the distribution
of the sensor values corresponding to an object, which maps to the color red under
the canonical illumination, may now map to the color pink. In addition, a change
in illumination results in a non-linear shift in the color distributions [28, 47]. The
distributions of colors in the color space change by different amounts, and the shapes
of the distributions change as well. This non-linearity is due to the fact that the
sensor value is a nonlinear function of three factors: illumination, reflectance and
channel sensitivity. The factors are usually not known in advance in a real-world
application, and the interactions between the factors are difficult to quantify.
In order to achieve color constancy, the robot needs to perceive the same color
(l) of the object under different illuminations. Though several algorithms have been
proposed to achieve color constancy, predominantly they have all tried to estimate
a mapping between the current illumination E(λ) and the canonical illuminant [7,
25, 27, 28, 55, 77]. This mapping is used to map the sensor values to those that
would have been produced under the canonical illuminant, thereby estimating the
appropriate color labels for the image pixels. Typically, the approach requires the
measurement of the three factors: illumination, surface reflectance, and channel
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sensitivities. But, such a measurement requires that the different illuminations and
object properties be known ahead of time. Most mobile robots operating in the real
world are to be quickly deployed in new situations that are not known ahead of
time, and such extensive measurements may therefore not be feasible. In addition,
the typical approaches to color constancy are computationally expensive.
In this thesis, the mapping between current and canonical illumination is
not determined explicitly because the robot has no prior knowledge of a canonical
illumination or the three factors affecting the sensor values. Instead, the goal is to
learn the mapping between the sensor values and the object colors under any illumi-
nation. In other words, the Color Map is transformed so that the color labels stay
consistent even as the change in E(λ) causes the sensor response (mp) to change.
As described in Equation 4.1, this dependence of the color map on illumination is
denoted by ΠE . The robot can access only the pixel values, but the pixel values
encapsulate the effects of an illumination in a given environment for a given sensor.
Hence, image statistics are used to autonomously capture the variation of sensor
values for a particular illumination and collection of objects in the robot’s environ-
ment. Each illumination is paired with a color map and characterized by a set of
image statistics (see below). Experimental results show that this representation is
robust to changes in the objects in the robot’s environment.
5.3 Problem Specification
In order to detect significant changes in illumination, we need a mechanism for
representing illuminations and differentiating between them.
5.3.1 Illumination Representation
As mentioned above, each illumination is represented by a color map (Equation 4.1)
and a set of image statistics, collected online, based on the hypothesis that images
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from the same illumination have measurably similar distributions of pixels in color
space. The first statistic is a set of pdfs, each pdf being a color space histogram
obtained from a set of images captured by the robot. The set of pdfs represents
the distribution of colors in the robot’s environment. The original image is in the
YCbCr space. In order to reduce storage requirements but still retain the useful











Since r+g+b = 1 any two of the features are a sufficient statistic for the pixel values.
Each pdf is a distribution in (r, g), quantized into N (64) bins in each dimension.
Next, the distance between each pair of pdfs is computed to arrive at a
distribution of distances corresponding to an illumination. Based on experimental
validation (Appendix C.4) an entropy-based measure (KL-Divergence) was chosen
to compute the distances. For the actual experimentation, a symmetric version
of the same measure, the Jensen-Shannon distance [18] is used. As described in
Appendix D.1, for two 2D (r, g) distributions a and b:
JS(a, b) =













The more similar two distributions are, the smaller is the distance between them.
Since the distance measure is a function of the log of the distributions, it is reason-
ably robust to peaks in the observed distributions, and hence to images with large
regions of a single color.
Every illumination Ei is therefore represented by a set of (r, g) pdfs, rgHistEi ,
and a distribution of distances between the pdfs, DEi , modeled as a Gaussian. The
next section shows how these statistics, along with the known structure of the world,
can be used to detect and adapt to both major and minor illumination changes.
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5.3.2 Adapting to Illumination Change
A mobile robot operating in the real world is subjected to a range of illumination
changes. Major illumination changes, for instance when the lamps are suddenly
switched on/off, cause large shifts in color distributions. The landmarks in the
robot’s environment, which are used by the robot to localize, are no longer recog-
nized and the robot is lost very soon. Minor/slow changes such as the variation in
natural light during the day, cause the robot’s segmentation and hence object recog-
nition performance to slowly deteriorate as the color distributions shift. Prior work
has predominantly focused on either slow or sudden illumination changes (see Sec-
tion 7.2) but not both. One main contribution of this work is a combined strategy
for smoothly handling both these changes.
Adapting to Major changes
While operating in its environment, the robot periodically samples a test (r, g)
distribution, rgtest. When the illumination changes significantly from the current
illumination Ei, the average JS-distance between rgtest and the set of pdfs corre-
sponding to Ei, say dAvgEi , maps to a point well outside a threshold range (95%)
of the corresponding distribution of distances, DEi . This detection mechanism for
major illumination changes is denoted by Detectmajor. It is fully specified below, in
Section 5.4 (Algorithm 3).
Since very few objects are now detected, Detectmajor cannot use the known
structure. Once a change is detected, the robot adapts by re-learning the color pdfs,
and hence the color map, through the color learning process (Section 4.3). This
adaptation mechanism for major illumination changes is denoted by Adaptmajor.
If the robot detects that the current illumination is close enough to one of the
previously learned ones, it transitions to using the corresponding color map. But
Adaptmajor cannot be used with a reduced threshold to handle minor illumination
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changes because it would result in a large number of color maps for minor changes
in a few color distributions. The sensitivity to the choice of this threshold would
affect the ability to distinctly represent and detect large illumination changes.
Adapting to Minor changes
A novel method is proposed for detecting and adapting to minor illumination changes,
characterized by a slow deterioration in the segmentation performance. Some pixels
within the image regions corresponding to the objects of known colors are segmented
incorrectly, though the objects are still recognized correctly. These changes are not
detected by Detectmajor. Instead, we use environmental structure and compute the




where numPixelsl represents the pixels of color l, the color label of the detected
object, while totalP ixels is the total number of pixels within the detected object.
Essentially, a threshold is set on the segmentation performance with a color map
and any consistent deviation (more than 60% of N consecutive frames) from this
threshold is an indication of a minor change in illumination. This detection method
is denoted by Detectminor, fully specified below in Section 5.4.
Minor/slow changes may require the robot to re-learn only the relevant color
pdfs and hence modify the color map. Once objects are recognized and a minor
change is detected, the pixels within the corresponding image region are used to
build a model and merge it with the current model of the color pdf (a histogram
or a Gaussian). For Gaussians the revision scheme is similar to the measurement
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update of a Kalman Filter [48]:
GainKl = Σlold(Σlold + Σlnew)
−1 (5.6)
µlup = µlold + Kl(µlnew − µlold)
Σlup = (I −Kl)Σlold
where the subscripts old, new, and up represent the current model, new observation
and updated model respectively for color l. Instead of using the variances as the
weight assigned to each Gaussian, it might be more appropriate to always provide a
higher weight to the newer observations. But the current approach is (experimen-
tally) observed to be more robust to noise and does not require additional tuning












, histup = plup
∑
(histlold + histlnew)
The histograms are normalized to obtain pdfs, which are merged by weighted av-
eraging, and the updated histogram is determined. The weights are experimentally
set such that the newer observations have a higher weight (wold = 0.4, wnew = 0.6).
The performance is not sensitive to minor changes in the values of the weights. The
adaptation to minor illumination changes is denoted by Adaptminor. The next sec-
tion describes how Adaptmajor and Adaptminor can be used to smoothly adapt to
illumination changes.
5.4 Algorithm
Algorithm 3 describes our scheme for smooth adaptation to illumination changes.
Underlined functions are described below. The robot starts off with no prior knowl-
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edge of the illuminations or the color distributions. It knows its initial starting pose
in its environment and has an algorithm that enables the robot to plan its motion
sequence to learn all the desired colors in its environment, using the known structure
of its world, which in this case consists of the positions, shapes and color labels of
the objects of interest (Algorithm 1).
The robot first learns a representation for the colors of interest, and for
the current illumination using Algorithm 1 in Chapter 4. Color distributions are
pdfs modeled as 3D Gaussians or 3D histograms, the choice being based on the
statistical bootstrap test [20] described in Algorithm 2. The color distributions are
used to generate the color map under the current illumination (ΠEillum – line 2).
The illumination representation consists of the color map and the image statistics
collected during the color learning process (rgHistEillum and DEillum – line 3). In
Algorithm 3, for ease of understanding, it is assumed that the robot initially has
no prior knowledge regarding any illumination, simulating the situation when the
robot first wakes up in its environment.
During its normal operation the robot performs object recognition and uses
the measured distances and angles to these objects as inputs to a localization module
(see Section 3.3). When an object is recognized, the robot measures the segmen-
tation performance to see if the corresponding color’s distribution has changed –
minorChange(Color) (line 7), due to minor illumination changes (Equation 5.5). If
a change is detected, the new illumination is denoted by Ê, and the color’s distribu-
tion model is revised – minorUpdate(Color) (line 8), using Equations 5.6,5.7. The
color map is suitably revised and the current illumination representation is modified
slightly to generate the representation to be used in subsequent operations (line 9).
Lines 7-10 therefore describe Detectminor and Adaptminor.
Periodically (timeth = 0.5sec) the robot also checks for major illumination
changes, which, as shown in the experimental results section, cannot be detected
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using Detectminor. In order to detect sudden large illumination changes, the robot
periodically generates a test image distribution in the (r, g) space (line 12). Next,
the average distance (dAvg) is computed between this test distribution and the set
of distributions corresponding to each illumination for which the robot has learned
a representation (lines 13-15), using the Jensen-Shannon distance – line 14. If the
robot has an updated illumination representation as a result of tracking minor illu-
mination changes, it is also included in this computation (lines 16-18).
If the computed average distance lies within the threshold range of the dis-
tribution of distances corresponding to the current illumination (withinRange() –
lines 19, 21), the robot continues to use the current color map. If dAvg lies outside
the range of the distance distribution corresponding to the current illumination,
a major change in illumination is detected (Detectmajor). Now the robot chooses
from one of two different options. If dAvg lies within the range of the distribution of
distances corresponding to an illumination (different from the current illumination)
for which the robot has learned a representation, the robot smoothly transitions
to using the corresponding representation for color and illumination for subsequent
operations. If multiple options exist at this stage, the robot picks the closest illumi-
nation, as defined by the distance of dAvg from the mean expected distance. But, if
dAvg lies outside the range of all known illumination representations, the robot reg-
isters this as a new illumination. It then learns new representations for color using
the planned color learning algorithm (Algorithm 1), and builds the corresponding
representation for illumination to be used for subsequent operations (lines 25-30).
Lines 11-32 therefore describe Detectmajor and Adaptmajor, taking into account the
representations built during Detectminor and Adaptminor. The hypothesis is that
this combined strategy is required for smooth adaptation to illumination changes.
The next section provides experimental results in support of this hypothesis.
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5.5 Experimental Results
The goal of the algorithm is to enable the robot to do two things: i) autonomously
decide When to learn, and ii) once the decision is made, adapt to the environmen-
tal change that triggered this decision. The main hypothesis to be tested is that
adaptation to both major and minor illumination changes are essential, i.e. just
incorporating either one of them does not suffice to enable the robot to operate
smoothly under changing illuminations. The following tests were conducted to test
this hypothesis – using AdaptX implies the use of DetectX too.
5.5.1 Detecting Significant Illumination Changes
In order to test the ability of the robot to detect significant illumination changes
accurately, the robot was instructed to learn the colors and (r, g) image distri-
butions corresponding to a particular illumination. Next, the robot operated in
its environment (robot soccer) chasing a color-coded ball, while the illumination
was changed significantly by controlling the intensity and color temperature of the
light sources. The experiment was repeated under different illumination intensi-
ties (≈ 450 − 1600lux) and color temperatures (≈ 2300 − 4000K), and the results




Table 5.1: Illumination change detection: few errors in 1000 trials.
Table 5.1 depicts the confusion matrix, with the rows and columns repre-
senting the ground truth and observed values respectively. It shows that 97.1% of
the significant illumination changes are detected accurately while in 2.9% of the test
cases the change is not detected. Both the false positive (3.6%) and false negative
(2.9%) rates are low. The few misclassifications are due to highlights and shad-
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ows, and such cases are removed by not accepting a change in illumination unless
it is observed over a few consecutive frames. The results show that Detectmajor
does indeed detect significant illumination changes, and does not trigger on minor
illumination changes.
5.5.2 Transitions between Different Illuminations
Next, in order to test the ability to transition between known (significantly different)
illuminations, another test was run where the illumination was changed in the robot’s
environment and the robot was allowed to use Detectmajor and Adaptmajor. Under
one test run, the illumination intensity was varied between 450lux and 1600lux, and
the robot autonomously chose to learn three discrete illumination representations
and color maps corresponding (approximately) to 1400lux (Bright), 600lux (Dark)
and 1000lux (Intermediate). Then the intensity of the overhead lamps is changed
to put the robot in (roughly) one of these three illuminations, and the ability of the
robot to transition to using the appropriate representation is measured. Table 5.2
shows the results averaged over ≈ 150 trials each. The few false transitions due to
shadows or highlights are corrected by not accepting a change in illumination unless
it is observed over a few consecutive frames.
Illum. Transition Transition Accuracy
Correct (%) Errors
Dark/Bright, Interim/Bright 97.3 4
Bright/Dark, Interim/Dark 100 0
Bright/Interm, Dark/Interim 96.1 6
Table 5.2: Illumination transition accuracy: few errors in ≈ 150 trials.
Next, a test was conducted to measure the ability to transition between the
three illuminations (Bright, Dark, Interm) while performing the find-and-walk-to-
ball task. The robot starts from a fixed position, turns in place to find the ball
(also at a fixed position) and walks up to it. Without any change in illumination
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the robot takes 6.7(±0.6) seconds to perform this task. The robot starts off in one
illumination, and after 1.5 seconds (the time it takes to turn and see the ball), the
illumination is changed by adjusting the intensity of the lamps. The robot is timed
as it performs the task. With a single color map, when the illumination changes
significantly, the robot is unable to see a ball that is right in front of its camera
and it never recovers. Using Algorithm 3, when the illumination changes, the robot
seems lost for a couple of seconds while it recognizes the change and then transitions
to the suitable color map. It then operates as normal, finding the ball and walking
to it. Table 5.3 shows the results averaged over 15 trials.
Illum (start/after 1.5 seconds) Time (seconds)
Bright / Interim 8.5 ±0.9
Bright / Dark 11.8 ±1.3
Interm / Bright 8.6 ±1.0
Interm / Dark 9.6 ±3.1
Dark / Interm 11.5 ±1.4
Dark / Bright 10.7 ±1.1
Table 5.3: Time taken to find-and-walk-to-ball under changing illumination.
The increase in the time taken to perform the task is due to the time taken to
detect the change in illumination and transition to the appropriate color map. The
values in the table are different for different transitions because the corresponding
transition thresholds (for noise filtering) are different. Specifically, a change in illu-
mination is accepted as being valid iff it occurs for a certain number of consecutive
frames. These thresholds were selected after brief experimentation, and are typi-
cally small (2− 3) for a transition to a brighter illumination and large (5− 7) for a
transition to a darker illumination. The difference in thresholds is based on the ob-
servation that different transitions have different likelihoods. For example, a sudden
transition from Bright to Dark is less likely than a transition from Bright to Interm.
Also, it is more likely to see a spurious dark shadow in a bright illumination than
a sudden bright spot in a dark condition. These experiments demonstrate that the
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robot can reliably detect and smoothly adapt to sudden illumination changes (also




Figure 5.2: Images after a significant illumination change. (a)-(c) Original, (d)-(f) Seg-
mented without Adaptmajor.
In addition to testing the ability to perform an essential task under signif-
icant illumination changes, a few segmentation experiments were also performed.
Figure 5.2 shows sample image results under significant illumination changes, with-
out the incorporation of Adaptmajor. The segmentation performance is terrible. But
after incorporating Adaptmajor, the performance is as good as it was under constant
and reasonably uniform illumination – Figure 5.3 shows some sample results. Quan-
titatively, the segmentation accuracy (94.13± 3.82) is comparable to that obtained





Figure 5.3: Images after a significant illumination change. (a)-(c) Original, (d)-(f) Seg-
mented with Adaptmajor.
5.5.3 Need for Adaptminor
Given that Adaptmajor works well in detecting and adapting to major illumination
changes, the need for Adaptminor has to be justified. As mentioned above, it is
not feasible to operate Detectmajor with a lower threshold in order to detect minor
illumination changes, since it would make the algorithm more susceptible to noise
leading to unnecessary transitions between color maps. It would also lead to the
creation of several color maps, resulting in large storage requirements.
In order to show that adaptation to minor illumination changes (Adaptminor)
is required, the robot was allowed to use Detectmajor and Adaptmajor while the
illumination was slowly changed over a period of 20secs, between two illuminations
that are not sufficiently different to be detected by Detectmajor. For example, under
a particular light source the intensity was changed between 1400lux and 1100lux.
The robot stayed in place and moved its head from left to right, averaging the
measured distance and angle to an object in its environment over the 20sec interval.
Table 5.4 shows the errors in distance and angle measurements as compared to the
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known values of these quantities (measured with a tape measure and compass), both
with and without Adaptminor. The results are averaged over four different objects
and three different illumination sources (different color temperatures) with ≈ 15
trials under each condition.
Illum + Alg Dist error (mm) Ang error (deg)
Slow + NoAdapt 191.31± 105.61 12.37± 2.85
Slow + Adaptmin 25.53± 19.14 2.11± 0.83
Table 5.4: Error in distance and angle measurements with and without adaptation to slow
illumination changes. Adaptation results in much smaller errors.
In the absence of Adaptminor, there is a significant error in the measurements,
leading to drastic localization errors. Using Adaptminor leads to low measurement
errors and hence localization errors similar to those under constant illuminations
(≈ 6cm, and 4deg). As the illumination is slowly changed between two signifi-
cantly different illuminations, we also performed a qualitative evaluation by having
the robot save segmented images at regular time intervals. Figure 5.4 shows the
segmentation results for an object (yellow goal) in the robot’s environment.
Figure 5.4 shows that in the absence of Adaptminor, i.e. using only Detectmajor
and Adaptmajor, the segmentation performance can slowly deteriorate such that the
object is no longer recognizable (second row). In addition, as the illumination
changes there are situations where, due to segmentation errors, the robot detects
an incorrect instance of the object under consideration ((e) in Figure 5.4). Since
distance and angle measurements are a trigonometric function of the size of the
object region in the image and the known size of the object in the test environment,
segmentation errors lead to errors in these measurements (Table 5.4), which in turn
result in localization errors.
But, when Detectminor and Adaptminor are incorporated, the segmentation
is consistently good throughout the experiment (third row in Figure 5.4) leading





Figure 5.4: Images of yellow goal as illumination changes. (a)-(c) Original, (d)-(f) No
adaptation, (g)-(i) With adaptation. Segmentation is much better with adaptation.
shows sample image results with the orange ball. The algorithm was also tested on
other objects and in all cases the robot is able to operate as efficiently as when the
illumination is held constant. The segmentation accuracy after the incorporation of
Adaptminor (95.61± 4.25) is comparable to that obtained by hand-labeling a set of
15 images under the new illumination (97.32± 3.11).
5.5.4 Need for a Combined Strategy
The results in the previous section show that just using Detectmajor and Adaptmajor,
in the absence of Detectminor and Adaptminor, can lead to segmentation and local-
ization errors and hence affect the robot’s performance. In an attempt to show that
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.5: Images of ball as illumination changes. (a) Image under changed illumination,
(b) Segmented after illumination change - no adaptation, (c) Segmented after illumination
change - with adaptation.
both Adaptmajor and Adaptminor are essential, the robot was made to find-and-
walk-to-object. Specifically, the robot started out near the center of the field with
the object placed near the penalty box of the opponent’s goal. The robot had to
find the object and walk up to it. The time taken by the robot to do this task was
measured. Table 5.5 tabulates the results under six different cases, averaged over
three illumination sources, with ≈ 15 trials under each test condition.
Illum + Alg Time (sec) Fail
Constant + NoAdapt 6.18± 0.24 0
Slow + Adaptmaj 31.73± 13.88 9
Slow + Adaptmaj,min 6.24± 0.31 0
Sudden + Adaptmin 45.11± 11.13 13
Sudden + Adaptmaj,min 9.72± 0.51 0
Sudd− Slow + Adaptmaj,min 10.32± 0.83 0
Table 5.5: Time taken to find-and-walk-to-object.
When the illumination does not change, the robot can find-and-walk-to-object
in 6.18±0.24 seconds. When the illumination is slowly changed as the robot performs
the task, using only Adaptmajor does not help, as seen by the large number of failures
during trials (third row, third column) and the large variance in the results. But
with Adaptminor the results are as good as before (6.24 ± 0.31secs). Next, when
the illumination is suddenly changed as the robot starts walking towards the seen
object, using Adaptminor and not Adaptmajor does not work. Here the robot totally
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fails to perform the task most of the time, as seen by the large number of failures
during the trials (fifth row, third column). In the few trials where it succeeds,
the robot searches for the object by walking for a few seconds in the direction
where the object was last seen, and sometimes sees a small portion of the object
– when this special search routine is removed the robot hardly ever succeeds in
reaching the target object because it is unable to see it. But with the combined
strategy described in Algorithm 3, i.e. using both Adaptmajor and Adaptminor, the
robot can still perform the task efficiently, the additional time being used to ensure
that a change in illumination did actually occur (9.72 ± 0.51secs). Note that in
these experiments, when the illumination changes significantly, the robot is put in
conditions that are similar to the ones for which it has already learned a color and
illumination representation, i.e. once Detectmajor is triggered Adaptmajor consists of
transitioning to using the appropriate representation. In this case, the results show
that the improvement in performance is primarily due to Adaptmajor – using just
Adaptmajor similar results are observed.
Finally, the robot is made to find-and-walk-to-object while the illumination
is changed significantly initially, and after 3sec is changed slowly over the next
5sec. The robot is able to do the task in 10.32 ± 0.83sec iff both Adaptmajor and
Adaptminor are used. The tabulated results therefore show that both schemes are
essential for the smooth operation of the robot in response to illumination changes.
Using Algorithm 3, the robot is able to operate under a range of illumination in-
tensities (≈ 400Lux to ≈ 1600Lux) and color temperatures (2300K – 4000K).
Additional sample images and a few videos of the robot’s performance in response
to minor and major illumination changes, are available for viewing online.2
2www.cs.utexas.edu/∼AustinVilla/?p=research/illuminvar colorlearn
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5.6 Summary - Illumination Invariance
This chapter proposed an algorithm that enables a robot to autonomously detect and
adapt to illumination changes without prior knowledge of the different illuminations.
Each significantly different illumination is characterized by a color map and a set
of image distributions in the (r, g) space, both of which are generated by the robot
and used to generate statistics that represent a particular illumination.
When the robot detects an illumination that it had already learned before,
it smoothly transitions to using the corresponding color map. If it detects an illumi-
nation significantly different from all previously seen illuminations, it automatically
learns a suitable color map and collects statistics to be used in subsequent compar-
isons. In addition, when faced with minor illumination changes, the robot is able
to track the changes efficiently using the known structure of its environment. As
a result, the robot is able to autonomously learn colors, and operate with minimal
human supervision over a range of illumination intensities and color temperatures.
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Algorithm 3 Illumination Adaptation Algorithm.
Require: For each known illumination Ei, i ∈ [0,M − 1], color map ΠEi , (r, g)
distributions rgHistEi , and distribution of JS-distances DEi .
Require: Algorithm to plan motion and learn colors autonomously (Algorithm 1).
Require: Positions, shapes and color labels of the objects of interest in the robot’s
environment. Initial robot pose.
1: Initialize: M = 0, illum = 0, testT ime = 0 (no prior illumination knowledge).
2: Plan motion and learn ΠEillum – Algorithm 1.
3: Generate rgHistEillum , N (r, g) space distributions, and distribution of JS-
distances, DEillum , using images captured at random during color learning.
4: Save image statistics, M = M + 1.
5: while true do
6: Get new image. Segment image and detect objects – Chapter 3.
7: if minorChange( Color ) then
8: minorUpdate( Color ). Then get Π bE from current color distributions.
9: Revise current illumination representation to get rgHist bE and D bE , to be
used for subsequent operations.
10: end if
11: if currentT ime− testT ime ≥ timeth then
12: rgtest = sample (r, g) test distribution of current image.
13: for i = 0 to M − 1 do
14: dAvg[i] = 1N
∑
j JSDist(rgtest, rgHistEi [j])
15: end for
16: if Exists( Ê ) then




j JSDist(rgtest, rgHist bE [j])
18: end if
19: if Exists(Ê) and withinRange(dAvg bE , D bE) then
20: Continue with Π bE .
21: else if withinRange(dAvg[illum], DEillum) then
22: Continue with ΠEillum .
23: else if withinRange(dAvg[i], DEi), i 6= illum then
24: Use ΠEi , illum = i.
25: else
26: New illumination, illum = M , M = M + 1.
27: Learn ΠEillum autonomously – Algorithm 1.
28: Learn rgHistEillum for new illumination.
29: Use ΠEillum for subsequent operations.
30: end if





Robot Soccer and RoboCup
The vision algorithms described in the previous sections were used as part of the
UT AustinVilla Robot Soccer team code and tested at various international com-
petitions. This section describes the performance of our team at the competitions.
6.1 Introduction
RoboCup is a research initiative with the goal of creating, by the year 2050, a
humanoid soccer team that can beat the current human soccer champions on a real
outdoor soccer field [37]. Towards this end, different leagues have been created that
work on different aspects of the problem. The soccer simulation league (SSIL) for
example focuses on team behavior and strategy – the agents are provided complete
state information and do not have to deal with the problems of perception and
motion. In the four-legged league (4LL), on the other hand, all teams have the same
hardware (Aibos) but have to deal with the problems of legged locomotion, and
the extraction of useful information from limited field-of-view images. Teams in the
middle-size league (MSL) and the humanoid league (HL) are allowed to design their
robots within certain size and weight constraints.
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Once every year teams representing universities from around the world com-
pete with each other in their respective leagues. In addition to the annual RoboCup
competitions, there are regional competitions such as the USOpen and the German
Open. I have been a member of the 4LL robot soccer team at The University of
Texas at Austin since 2003, and most of the algorithms developed here have been
tested at the various competitions in which we have participated. In fact, many of
the algorithms were developed to overcome the challenges that our team faced over
the years. These competitions create fixed deadlines that act as great motivators
that force us to get the whole team of robots working together, instead of just fo-
cusing on individual problems. In addition to the vision tasks, I have also worked
extensively on the problems of localization, team behavior and strategy, complete
details of which can be found in the technical reports [67, 68, 69] and papers [62, 70].
Here, I describe the performance our team at the competitions.
6.2 Year 1 – 2003
The team was created from scratch in the year 2003, when a group of graduate stu-
dents worked on different aspects of the teams. I worked on vision, localization and
behavior. Most of the baseline vision system described in Chapter 3 was developed
during the spring and summer of 2003. In 2003, we participated in both the First
USOpen and the Seventh RoboCup Competition.
6.2.1 USOpen 2003
The First USOpen RoboSoccer Competition was held in Pittsburgh, PA from April
30th to May 4th, 2003. Eight teams, divided into groups of four, competed in the
4LL. Each group had a round robin competition to determine the top two teams
which would advance to the semi-finals. The teams in our group were from the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, Georgia Institute of Technology (two veteran teams), and
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Tec de Monterrey, Mexico. The results of our three games are shown in Table 6.1.
Though we only attained limited success, we were quite happy to score a goal and
Opponent Score (us-them) Notes
Monterrey 1–1 Lost the penalty shootout 1–2
Penn 0–6
Georgia Tech 0–2
Table 6.1: The scores of our games at USOpen 2003.
earn a point in the competition (1 point for a shootout loss). Note that except
for Tec de Monterrey, the others were veteran teams (Georgia Tech was the runner
up at USOpen 2003 and Penn was the runner up at RoboCup 2003). Though we
could have performed better by starting off with the code from other teams, we
had decided to develop our entire code base from scratch so that we would have
complete knowledge of the various parameters involved. Over the next two months
we continued developing the code in preparation for RoboCup 2003.
6.2.2 RoboCup 2003
The Seventh International RoboCup Competition was held in Padova, Italy from
July 2nd to 9th, 2003. 24 teams, divided into four groups of six, competed in the
4LL. Each group had a round robin competition to determine the top two teams
which would advance to the quarter-finals. The teams in our group were the German
Team consisting of four universities from Germany; ASURA from two universities
in Japan; UPennalizers from the University of Pennsylvania; Essex Rovers from
the University of Essex in the UK; and UTS Unleashed! from the University of
Technology at Sydney. Essex ended up dropping out of the competition. The
results of our games are shown in Table 6.2. In addition to the official games we
also had some practice matches, the results of which are shown in Table 6.3. We did
not do well in the official games because we were in a group where the other teams















Table 6.3: The scores of our unofficial games at RoboCup 2003.
was the runner up at RoboCup 2003, and the German Team was placed fourth at
RoboCup 2003). Even so, we were happy to score a couple of goals. We did well in
the practice matches against the other new teams (Metrobots, Team Upsalla), and
were one of the better new teams.
6.3 Year 2 – 2004
In 2004, we entered the Second USOpen competition as well as the Eighth Inter-
national RoboCup Competition. We had improved our code significantly from the
previous year (the league had moved to the current platform, Figure 2.1). In terms
of the vision code, we had the entire baseline system working, as described in Chap-
ter 3 and [67], and this helped the robots localize better and function as a team to
execute more sophisticated behaviors.
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6.3.1 USOpen 2004
The Second USOpen Competition was held in New Orleans, LA from April 24th
to 27th, 2004. Once again eight teams, divided in groups of four, competed in the
4LL. The three other teams in our group were from Georgia Institute of Technology,
Dortmund University, and Instituto Tecnologico Autonoma de Mexico (ITAM), from
Mexico. After finishing in second place in the group, we advanced to the semifinals
against the University of Pennsylvania, and eventually the third place game against
Dortmund. The results of our games are shown in Table 6.4. Both ITAM and
Opponent Score (us-them) Notes
ITAM 8–0 Pool Play
Dortmund 2–4 Pool Play
Georgia Tech 7–0 Pool Play
Penn 2–3 Semi-final
Dortmund 4–3 Third Place
Table 6.4: The scores of our games at USOpen 2004.
Georgia Tech were disadvantaged because they were still using the slower model of
robots (ERS-210 as against the current ERS-7) but still it was nice to win against
the runner up from USOpen 2003. Though we lost to Dortmund and Penn in a
couple of close matches, we made some changes in the code and won the rematch
against Dortmund to finish third at the competitions.
6.3.2 RoboCup 2004
The Eighth International RoboCup Competition was held in Lisbon, Portugal from
June 28th to July 5th, 2004. Once again, 24 teams, divided into four groups of six,
competed in the 4LL. The teams in our group were: ARAIBO from The University
of Tokyo and Chuo University in Japan; UChile from the Universidad de Chile; Les
3 Mousquetaires from the Versailles Robotics Lab; and Penn. Wright Eagle from
USTC in China was also scheduled to be in the group, but was unable to attend.
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After finishing 2nd in our group, we had a quarter-final match against the NuBots
from the University of Newcastle in Australia. The results of our games are in
Table 6.5. We won or tied all the games that we played in our pool, a significant
Opponent Score (us-them) Notes
Les 3 Mousquetaires 10–0 Pool Play
ARAIBO 6–0 Pool Play
Penn 3–3 Pool Play
Chile 10–0 Pool Play
NuBots 5–6 Quarter-final
Table 6.5: The scores of our games at RoboCup 2004.
improvement from the previous year, and lost a close quarter-final match to a strong
team (NuBots) which eventually placed third at the competitions. The improved
performance was due to the significant improvements in the individual modules that
led to better team behavior.
6.4 Year 3 – 2005
In 2005, we participated in both the Third USOpen and the Ninth International
RoboSoccer Competitions. By this time we had only a couple of people contributing
significantly to the team code, and a main reason we were able to still perform
reasonably well was our extensive research focused on the basic modules. In terms
of the vision code, the baseline vision system had improved and I had incorporated
the first version of the color learning algorithm (see Chapter 4 and [64]) which helped
speed up the initial setup considerably.
6.4.1 USOpen 2005
The Third USOpen RoboSoccer Competition was held in Atlanta, GA from May 7th
to 10th, 2005. Eight teams, divided into groups of four, competed in the 4LL. The
three other teams in our group were from Georgia Institute of Technology, Spelman
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College, and Columbia University/CUNY. After finishing in first place in the group,
we advanced to the semi-finals against a team from University of Pennsylvania, and
eventually the third place game against Columbia. The results of our games are
shown in Table 6.6. Overall, our performance was quite strong, giving up only a
Opponent Score (us-them) Notes
Georgia Tech 4–0 Pool Play
Columbia/CUNY 3–0 Pool Play
Spelman 7–0 Pool Play
Penn 0–1 Semi-final
Columbia 8–0 Third Place
Table 6.6: The scores of our games at USOpen 2005.
single goal and scoring 22. CMU eventually beat Penn 2–1 in the final but we beat
CMU in an exhibition match 2–1.
6.4.2 RoboCup 2005
The Ninth International RoboCup Competition was held in Osaka, Japan from June
13th to 19th, 2005. As usual, 24 teams competed in the 4LL. They were divided
into eight groups of three for a round robin competition – the top 16 teams moved
on to a second round robin with four teams in each group to determine the top two
teams which would advance to the quarter-finals. The teams in our initial group
were JollyPochie from Kyushu University and Tohoku University in Japan; and
UChile from Universidad de Chile. After finishing first in our group, we advanced
to the second round robin in a group with CMDash from Carnegie Mellon University,
EagleKnights from ITAM in Mexico, and BabyTigers from Osaka University. After
finishing 2nd in that group, we advanced to the quarter-finals against rUNSWift
from UNSW in Australia. The results of our games are in Table 6.7. Given that we
had hardly two people working on the code a few months before the competitions,
we were happy with our reasonable performance, where we were only slightly behind
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Opponent Score (us-them) Notes
JollyPochie 3–0 First Round
UChile 2–0 First Round
CMDash 1–2 Second Round
EagleKnights 9–0 Second Round
BabyTigers 3–0 Second Round
rUNSWift 1–7 Quarter-final
Table 6.7: The scores of our games at RoboCup 2005.
the best teams that had several people working on the code throughout the year.
6.5 Year 4 – 2006
In 2006, we once again participated both the in Fourth USOpen and the Tenth
International RoboSoccer Competitions. In spite of having a rather small number
of people working on the code, we decided to rewrite large sections of our code to
clean up all the unwanted sections. The rewrite helped make the coding easier as
we approached the competitions, but since we did not get to writing team behavior
until almost a few weeks before the competitions, we did not do very well.
6.5.1 USOpen 2006
The Fourth USOpen Competition was held in Atlanta, GA from April 22nd to 25th,
2006. The results of our games are in Table 6.8. At this point we were still rewriting
Opponent Score (us-them) Notes
Brown 7–0 Pool Play
Bowdoin 6–0 Pool Play
Dortmund 0–6 Pool Play
CMU 0–1 Semi-final
Penn 1–3 Third place
Table 6.8: The scores of our games at USOpen 2006.
sections of our code with hardly any time spent on the team behavior, and the games
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helped debug the code in preparation for the international event.
6.5.2 RoboCup 2006
The Tenth International RoboCup Competition was held in Bremen, Germany, from
June 14th to 18th, 2006. 24 teams competed in the four-legged league and were di-
vided into eight groups of three. The results of our games are tabulated in Table 6.9.
Our team was stronger than it had been the previous year, but the other teams had
Opponent Score (us-them) Notes
BabyTigers 6–0 First Round
EagleKnights 3–0 First Round
German Team 1–3 Second Round
Dutch Aibo 0–5 Second Round
FC-Twaves 7–1 Second Round
Table 6.9: The scores of our games at RoboCup 2006.
improved significantly too.
6.6 Summary
The RoboCup initiative has been an excellent motivation towards working on com-
plete robot systems rather than just focusing on individual aspects. It has motivated
me to write algorithms that work as part of a larger system, within the constraints
imposed by the system. It has directly motivated much of the research in this the-
sis, and brought up interesting challenges such as illumination invariance and sensor




This chapter presents a review of related approaches to color segmentation, color
learning and color constancy. All along, these methods are compared to the algo-
rithms described in this thesis.
7.1 Color Segmentation and Color Learning
Color segmentation and color learning are heavily researched fields in computer
vision, with several good algorithms [10, 16, 50, 61, 71]. But most sophisticated
segmentation and color learning algorithms are computationally expensive to im-
plement on mobile robots. In this section, a few good segmentation algorithms are
described first, followed by a description of algorithms for color learning both with
static images and on mobile robots.
7.1.1 Color Segmentation
Color segmentation is a major focus of this thesis. It is the first step in the base-
line vision system (Section 3.2). Furthermore, the contributions in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5 focus on providing good segmentation performance in the presence of
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illumination changes, using the environmental structure and image statistics. This
section surveys prior segmentation algorithms, and compares and contrasts them
with the approach taken in this thesis.
The mean-shift algorithm [16] is a very general non-parametric technique for
the analysis of complex multi-modal feature spaces and the detection of arbitrarily
shaped clusters. The feature space is modeled as an empirical probability density
function (pdf) using a density estimation-based non-parametric clustering approach.
Dense regions in the feature space correspond to local maxima, i.e. the modes of the
unknown pdf. Once the modes are found, the associated clusters can be separated
based on the local structure of the feature space. Mean-shift is a procedure that
determines vectors aligned with the local gradient estimates, defining a path to the
desired modes. Though it performs well on several vision tasks such as segmentation
and tracking, its quadratic computational complexity (in number of samples) makes
it expensive to perform on mobile robots with computational constraints.
Active contours (curve evolution) constitute a set of methods used for image
segmentation. Here, initial contours are defined and deformed towards the object
boundaries. Partial differential equations are usually used to formulate this problem.
The active contours methods typically follow one of two representation schemes:
parametric active contours (PAC) and geometric active contours (GAC). PAC use
a parametric representation for the curves while GAC use level sets. Level set
methods (and hence GAC) readily handle changes in topology as the curve evolves,
for example merging and splitting. Active contour methods are typically classified
into three groups: edge-based [11], region-based [12, 71] and hybrid [53] based on
whether they primarily operate on image edges, regions or a combination of both.
Sumengen et al. [71] describe a region-based GAC method that segments images
into multiple regions and integrates an edge-flow vector field-based edge function for
segmenting precise boundaries. The method allows the user to specify the similarity
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measure based on any image characteristic, such as color or texture. The algorithm
is not sensitive to the initial curve estimates and provides good segmentation results
on a wide variety of images. The algorithm involves an iterative computation for
finding the final contours, which takes several seconds of off-board processing per
image. These algorithms are hence unsuitable for real-time operation on mobile
robots with constrained resources.
Graph-based methods [22, 61] are powerful image segmentation algorithms,
where segmentation is posed as a graph-partitioning problem. Shi and Malik [61]
propose the Normalized Cuts algorithm, where a global criterion known as nor-
malized cut is used for partitioning. Instead of looking at pixels in isolation, pixel
clusters are considered, and similar to the process of clustering the idea is to group
similar pixels together. In a graph-theoretic setting, a cut measures the degree of
dissimilarity between (point) sets by computing the weights of the graph edges that
have to be removed to separate the two sets, and the goal is to minimize this cost.
The normalized cut criterion is a robust global criterion that simultaneously max-
imizes the similarity within a cluster and the dissimilarity between clusters. Since
the original problem is NP-complete, it is approximated and solved using princi-
ples drawn from the generalized eigenvalue problem (see [61] for details and proofs).
The algorithm provides good segmentation results. In addition to segmentation
and object recognition, the normalized cuts technique has also been used for other
computer vision applications such as motion tracking [60] and 3D view reconstruc-
tion [32]. But the graph-optimization process is time-consuming, and even with the
current approximations to the original quadratic time implementation, it involves
an iterative optimization process that takes several seconds of off-board processing
per image. Such graph-based algorithms are hence computationally expensive to
perform in real-time on mobile robot platforms. Other more recent graph-based
image segmentation techniques (e.g. Felzenswalb and Huttenlocher [22]) suffer from
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similar drawbacks. Pantofaru and Hebert [52] provide a nice comparison of the
Mean-shift and graph-based image segmentation algorithms.
In the RoboCup domain, several algorithms have been implemented for color
segmentation. The baseline approach involves creating mappings from the YCbCr
values (ranging from 0−255 in each dimension) to the color labels [80]. Other meth-
ods include the use of decision trees [13] and the creation of axis-parallel rectangles
in the color space [15]. All these approaches involve the hand-labeling of several
(≈ 30) images over a period of an hour or more before the decision-tree/color map
can be generated. The baseline approach for color segmentation described in this
thesis (Section 3.2) is a variant of these approaches, which uses weighted nearest
neighbor classification and a perceptually motivated color space (LAB). The main
contributions of this thesis make this segmentation algorithm more autonomous and
robust to illumination changes.
7.1.2 Color Learning
One main contribution of this thesis is to enable mobile robots to exploit the known
environmental structure to plan an action sequence and learn the desired colors
autonomously (Algorithm 1, Chapter 4). In addition, the thesis also proposes a
color modeling scheme that enables the robot to learn colors both within controlled
lab settings and un-engineered indoor corridors (Section 4.2). This section describes
a few representative approaches to color learning and modeling, and compares them
with the work presented in this thesis.
Attempts to learn colors or make them independent to illumination changes
have produced reasonable success [30, 38, 42] but the approaches either involve the
knowledge of the spectral reflectances of the objects under consideration and/or re-
quire additional transformations. A mobile robot deployed in a real world setting
is frequently required to operate in new environments where the surroundings, in-
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cluding objects, may change dynamically. It is therefore not feasible to completely
measure the properties of the environment in advance. The additional transforma-
tions, for example between color spaces or for image transformation compensation,
operate at the level of pixels or small image regions. Such transformations are
expensive to perform on the mobile robots that require real-time operation.
One question that arises in color learning is the choice of color spaces. Gev-
ers and Smeulders [30] evaluate several color spaces to determine their suitability
for recognizing multicolored objects invariant to significant changes in viewpoint,
object geometry and illumination. They present a detailed theoretical and experi-
mental analysis of several color models. In addition to RGB, Intensity I, normalized
color rgb, saturation S, and Hue H, they propose three new models: c1c2c3, l1l2l3,
m1m2m3. Each of the three channels of c1c2c3 represents a ratio of color channel
values, while each component of l1l2l3 represents normalized square color differences.
The model m1m2m3 has each channel represent a ratio of color values of neighboring
pixels (see [30] for details). The authors show that assuming dichromatic reflection
and white illumination, normalized rgb, saturation S and Hue H, and the newly pro-
posed models c1c2c3, l1l2l3 and m1m2m3 are all invariant to the viewing direction,
object geometry and illumination. Hue H and l1l2l3 are also invariant to highlights,
while m1m2m3 is independent of the illumination color and inter-reflections under
the narrow-band filter assumption. This analysis provides a reference on the choice
of color space based on the constraints of the application.
Color and human perception and representation of color have been exten-
sively studies over the last several decades. In his thesis, Lammens [40] presents a
nice analysis of the physiology of human color perception and its representation in
language. He analyzes how humans perceive colors and represent them in language,
and he proposes appropriate color models based on neurophysiological data and
psychophysical findings in color perception. More recent work by Mojsilovic [50]
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provides a computational model for color naming. Based on experiments on human
subjects, she proposes a nice color naming metric that measures distances between
colors analogous to the human perception of color. The metric is used to determine
the color decomposition of images. The color space used in this thesis (LAB) ties in
with the findings of these studies of human color perception since it has been found
to organize color similar to the human vision system.
Lauziere et al. [42] describe an approach for learning color models and recog-
nizing objects under varying illumination using the prior knowledge of the spectral
reflectances of the objects under consideration. The color camera sensitivity curves
are measured and used to recognize objects better under daylight illumination con-
ditions. However, in addition to involving extensive computation, their method
requires extensive measurement of the camera characteristics and the spectral prop-
erties of the environment under consideration, while mobile robots are frequently
required to operate in new environments.
Attempts to automatically learn the color map in the legged league have
rarely been successful. Cameron and Barnes [10] present a technique based on scene
geometry, where edges are detected in the image and closed figures are constructed
to find image regions that correspond to certain known environmental features. The
color information extracted from these regions is used to build the color classifiers,
using the Earth Mover’s distance (EMD) [56] as the cluster similarity metric. The
dynamic changes introduced by illumination changes are tracked by associating the
current classifiers with the previous ones, using the symbolic color labels. As a
result of edge detection, formation of closed figures, and clustering, the process takes
a couple of seconds to process an image even with the use of off-board processing.
The approach to color modeling presented in this thesis draws upon the idea of using
domain knowledge, but it proposes models for color and illumination that enables
learning and tracking of colors in real-time. In addition, the robot bootstraps off
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of the color knowledge to automatically plan a motion sequence suitable for color
learning (see Section 4.3).
Jungel [36] proposed another reasonably successful approach to learning the
color map using three layers of color maps with increasing precision levels. Colors in
each level are represented as cuboids, but colors that are close to each other are not
well separated. In the object recognition phase, other domain specific constraints,
such as the known colors and object properties, are introduced to disambiguate
between object colors. Further, the colors are defined relative to a reference color
(field green in the robot soccer domain) and with minor illumination changes, the
reference color is tracked and all the other colors are classified by displacing their
regions in the color space by the same amount as the reference color. But different
colors do not shift by the same amount with illumination changes. Also, the gener-
ated map is reported to be not as accurate as the hand-labeled one. As shown in
Section 4.4, the color learning algorithm presented in this thesis leads to segmen-
tation and localization accuracies comparable to that obtained by a hand-labeled
color map. In addition the algorithm requires very little storage and learns the color
map in under five minutes of robot time.
Patterned on a prior version of the color learning algorithm described here [64],
Chernova et al. [14] developed a method, where the robot moved along a pre-specified
sequence of positions. At each position, edges were detected and objects were found
using domain knowledge, and image regions within the detected object were used
as training samples to generate the color map. The technique requires an appro-
priate motion sequence to be specified and it works within controlled lab settings.
As described in Section 4.3, this thesis presents a probabilistic color representation
that enables color learning in more uncontrolled environments as well. In addition,
the robot is able to autonomously generate a suitable motion sequence for different
object configurations and learn colors in real-time.
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More recently, the DARPA challenges have emphasized the need for using
visual information in real-world applications [4, 74]. The goal in these challenges
is to perform autonomous navigation in an outdoor setting, and issue such as color
learning and segmentation had to be addressed. In these challenges the teams have
predominantly used color models similar to those proposed in this thesis (mixture-of-
Gaussians, histograms), but they have not exploited domain knowledge and have not
attempted to choose the appropriate model for each color. In addition, the modeling
has been restricted to distinguishing safe road regions from unsafe regions, while this
thesis tackles the more difficult problem of trying to distinguish between overlapping
colors. A more detailed comparison of these approaches, with the method proposed
in this thesis, is provided in Appendix E.
7.2 Illumination Invariance
The thesis contributes an algorithm that enables a mobile robot to detect and adapt
to illumination changes (Algorithm 3, Chapter 5), using the environmental structure
and autonomously-collected image statistics. This section surveys some of the pop-
ular color constancy techniques that have been proposed over the last few decades
and compares them with the algorithm proposed in this thesis.
As described in Section 5.2, the problem of color constancy can be described




Here, E(λ) is the illumination, Sx(λ) is the surface reflectance at a 3D scene
point x that projects to the image pixel p, while Rj(λ) is the channel sensitivity of
the imaging device’s j th sensor. The sensor value of the j th sensor of the imaging
device at pixel p, mpj , is the integral of the product of these three terms over the range
of wavelengths of light. Changing either the surface reflectance or the illumination
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can modify the sensor values, assuming the imaging device and hence the channel
sensitivities remain unchanged. The robot needs to perceive the same color (l)
of the object under different illuminations. Approaches to color constancy have
predominantly attempted to estimate the current illumination E(λ) as a function
of a known illumination. In addition, almost all of them have been applied to static
images and most of them have high computational complexity.
The Retinex theory [41] was one of the first attempts to explain human
color constancy. Based on the assumption that white reflection induces maximal
rgb camera responses (since light incident on a white patch is spectrally unchanged
after reflection), it suggested that measuring the maximum r, g, and b responses can
serve as an estimate of the scene illuminant color. When it was determined that the
maximum rgb in an image may not be the correct estimate for white, the technique
was modified to be based on global or local image color averages. The “Gray World”
algorithm by Buchsbaum [9] is also based on the same principle. Unfortunately, the
image average, either local or global, has been shown to correlate poorly with the
actual scene illuminant [8]. In addition, this method excludes the possibility of
distinguishing between the actual changes in illumination and those as a result of a
change in the collection of surfaces in the scene under consideration. In a real world
mobile robot application, the objects in the environment are dynamically changing,
for instance with spectators around a robot soccer field.
Maloney and Wandell described a classic approach to color constancy [47],
where they try to recover the surface reflectance functions of objects in the scene with
incomplete knowledge of the spectral distribution of the illumination. They provide
a nice mathematical analysis of the color constancy problem and decompose both the
illumination and the surface reflectance functions as a weighted linear combination
of a small set of basis functions. They show that a unique solution is possible iff the
number of sensory channels (three in a color camera) is at least one more than the
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number of basis functions that determine the surface reflectance function. Assuming
that the illumination is constant over a image region, they show how to use the
sensor responses (image pixel values) to estimate the illumination and the surface
reflectance. Unfortunately, neither surface reflectances nor most illuminations can
be modeled well with just two basis functions. In addition, the illumination does
not have to remain constant over large image regions. This thesis proposes an
algorithm that uses sensor responses to autonomously build a representation of the
joint distribution of illumination and surface reflectances, as described in Chapter 5.
David Forsyth proposed the gamut mapping algorithm for color constancy [28].
Based on the fact that surfaces can reflect no more light than is cast on them, he
concluded that the illuminant color is constrained by the colors observed in the im-
age and can hence be estimated using image measurements alone. The algorithm
generated a set of mappings that transformed image colors (sensor values) under an
unknown illuminant to the gamut of colors observed under a standard (canonical)
illuminant using 3D diagonal matrices. Then a single mapping was chosen from the
feasible set of mappings.
Realizing that the scene illuminant intensity cannot be recovered in Forsyth’s
approach, Finlayson modified the algorithm to work in 2D chromaticity space [25].
He then proved that the feasible set calculated by his 2D algorithm was the same
as that calculated by Forsyth’s original algorithm, when projected into 2D [26], and
proposed the median selection method to include a constraint on the possible color
of the illuminant into the gamut mapping algorithm. More recently he presented a
correlation framework [27], where instead of recovering a single estimate of the scene
illuminant, he measured the likelihood that each of a possible set of illuminants is
the scene illuminant. The range of image colors that can occur under each of a
possible set of lights is calculated and once the required likelihoods are obtained by
correlating this with the colors in a particular image, they are used to determine a
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single light as an estimate of the scene illuminant.
Klinker et al. [38] present an approach to color image understanding based on
the Dichromatic Reflection Model (DRM). The color of reflected light is described
as a mixture of the light from the surface reflection (highlights) and body reflection
(actual object color). DRM can be used to separate a color image into an image
based on just the highlights, and the original image with the highlights removed.
They present a color image understanding system that can describe the reflection
processes occurring in the scene. Since their work requires prior knowledge of the
illumination and properties of objects, it is not directly applicable to robots, where
it is not feasible to measure these properties in advance. But it provides a better
understanding of how the illumination and objects’ surface reflectances interact to
produce the sensor responses captured by the camera image.
Brainard and Freeman [7] tackle the color constancy problem using the
Bayesian decision theory framework which combines all available statistics such as
gray world, subspace and physical realizability constraints. They model the rela-
tion among illuminations, surfaces and photosensor responses and generate a priori
distributions to describe the probability of existence of certain illuminations and
surfaces. They present a maximum local mass (MLM) estimator which integrates
local probabilities and uses Bayes’ rule to compute the posterior distributions for
surfaces and illuminants for a given set of photosensor responses. But the approach
assumes apriori knowledge of the various illuminations and surfaces, which is not
feasible to obtain in many mobile robot application domains.
Tsin et al [77] present a Bayesian MAP (maximum a posteriori) approach
to achieve color constancy for outdoor object recognition with a static surveillance
camera. Static overhead high-definition color images are collected over several days,
and are used to learn statistical distributions for surface reflectance and the illu-
mination. Then a linear iterative updating scheme is used to converge to the clas-
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sification result on the test images. Most mobile robots operate in a dynamically
changing world with motion induced distortion in images, and a limited view of its
surroundings. It is therefore not feasible to collect statistics as proposed by their
approach. This thesis presents a Bayesian approach that uses the known structure
of the environment and autonomously-collected image statistics to detect and adapt
to illumination changes.
In contrast to the Bayesian methods, Rosenberg et al. [55] present an ap-
proach where they develop models for sensor noise, canonical color and illumina-
tion. Then the global scene illumination parameters are determined by an exhaustive
search using KL-divergence as the metric. They present results to show that proper
correction is achieved for changes in scene illumination and compare it with the
results obtained using a MLE (maximum likelihood estimate) approach. This ap-
proach assumes apriori knowledge of the various illuminations and sensor noise, and
involves a time consuming search process. Mobile robots frequently move into new
locations with unknown illuminations and the models for illuminations and sensor
noise are not known in advance.
In the domain of mobile robots, the problem of color constancy has often been
avoided by using non-vision-based sensors such as laser range finders and sonar sen-
sors [73]. Even when visual input is considered, the focus has been on recognizing
just a couple of well-separated colors [33, 49]. Until recently, there has been rela-
tively little work on illumination invariance with a moving camera in the presence
of shadows and artifacts caused by the rapid movement in complex problem spaces.
Further, even the few approaches (e.g. [5, 44, 74]) that do function within the com-
putational constraints of mobile robots do not autonomously model illuminations
and overlapping colors to smoothly detect and adapt to a range of illuminations.
Lenser and Veloso [44, 45] present a tree-based state description/identification
technique which they use for detecting illumination changes on Aibo robots. They
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incorporate a time-series of average screen illuminance to distinguish between il-
lumination conditions, using the absolute value distance metric to determine the
similarity between distributions. The work presented in this thesis however is based
on the hypothesis that the color space distributions would function as a better dis-
criminating feature, since prior work has shown that average scene illuminant is not
a good representation for illumination [8]. In addition, unlike their implementation,
our method is run on-board the robot while it is performing other tasks.
Schulz and Fox [58] estimate colors using a hierarchical Bayesian model with
Gaussian priors and a joint posterior on position and environmental illumination.
The method requires lots of prior information to construct the apriori Gaussian pdfs
for color distributions over known illuminations – several images are hand labeled to
generate these pdfs. Even for the two different illuminations that the algorithm is
tested for, the training process involves a lot of human supervision, and takes almost
a second of off-board processing. Results are reported for two distinct illuminations
(known in advance) and a subset of colors on the robot soccer environment. In
this thesis illuminations are modeled autonomously using image statistics and do-
main knowledge. The robot is also able to detect and track both major and minor
illumination changes, to operate over a range of illumination intensities and color
temperatures. The segmentation accuracy over all the colors in the robot soccer
setup is comparable to that obtained by hand labeling under a constant illumina-
tion. The complete process requires very little human supervision.
Anzani et al. [5] describe an attempt at illumination invariance in the RoboCup
middle-size league, where teams are made up of mobile robots (wheeled locomotion).
They use Mixture of Gaussians (MoG) to generate multi-modal distributions for the
various colors. The labeling of color classes and association with mixture compo-
nents is done by human supervision, and the Bayesian decision rule is used during
the classification stage. To adapt the model parameters to changing illumination
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conditions, the EM algorithm [19] is used with online adaptation of the number
of mixture components too. This algorithm has been tested only over a couple of
intensity variations in the lab and involves iterative computation for parameter esti-
mation. Color distributions are not always well-modeled with MoG and the iterative
computation for parameter estimation is expensive to perform. Appendix E shows
that the color model proposed in this thesis performs at least as well as the more
sophisticated models, while requiring much less computation.
More recently, the DARPA challenges have had some teams address the prob-
lem of illumination sensitivity on real-world mobile robot problems [4, 74]. Though
the grand challenge only used visual information sparingly, Thrun et al. [74] model
colors as MoG and attempt to add additional Gaussians and/or modify the pa-
rameters of the existing Gaussians in response to the changes in illuminations. As
mentioned above, not all colors are modeled well using MoG. Furthermore, they
were interested only is distinguishing safe regions on the ground from the unsafe
regions and did not have to model overlapping color classes separately. The algo-
rithms presented in this thesis statistically choose the appropriate model for color
distributions and illuminations, and use image statistics and domain knowledge to
track and hence adapt to illumination changes. Appendix E presents a comparison
of these approaches.
In summary, color constancy is a major research focus in the field of computer
vision. However, none of the prior approaches summarized above achieve the mix of
performance and real-time properties that are achieved by Algorithm 3 in this thesis.
Combined with the fact that the prior work on segmentation and color learning in
Section 7.1, this survey of related work indicates that the real-time mobile robot
vision algorithms presented in this thesis advance the state of the art in robot vision.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
The main goal of this thesis is to investigate the creation of a real-time mobile
robot vision system that can exploit domain knowledge to function with minimal
human supervision under changing illuminations. The thesis makes three main
contributions towards achieving that goal.
First, a baseline vision system is described in Chapter 3 which performs
color segmentation and object recognition in real-time under rapid camera motions.
But the baseline system requires significant human effort for color calibration and
assumes constant and reasonably uniform illumination over the environment.
Second, a disjunctive model for color distributions is proposed, which statis-
tically chooses the best representation for each color distribution (Chapter 4). In
addition, the structure inherent in the environment is exploited to plan a motion
sequence that puts the robot in poses suitable for learning colors. The robot is
then able to learn the colors without human supervision, both within controlled lab
settings and in un-engineered settings outside it.
Third, an illumination model is proposed, where autonomously-collected im-
age statistics are used to represent an illumination (Chapter 5). In addition, suitable
detection and adaptation mechanisms are proposed to detect and adapt to both ma-
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jor and minor illumination changes. The robot is then able to operate autonomously
over a range of illuminations.
This thesis enables a mobile robot equipped with a color camera to learn
colors and function autonomously under changing illumination. It also sets up the
architecture for several directions of further exploration, as described below.
Visual SLAM for Map Building The current color learning algorithm (Al-
gorithm 1 in Chapter 4) requires a map of the environment. It uses the known
positions and descriptions of the objects of interest to plan its action sequence and
learn colors. Structure is also used for adapting to minor illumination changes. But
for true autonomous behavior this human input also needs to be eliminated. One
direction of further research is to combine color learning with standard methods
of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [35]. In SLAM, the robot si-
multaneously localizes and creates a map of its surroundings, using input from its
sensors, both visual (camera) and non-visual (laser, sonar etc). Using visual SLAM
for map building introduces additional challenges. The robot has to explore the
environment efficiently and build a suitable representation of the environment that
can be used as the input for the color learning algorithm. If such a map is built,
it would eliminate a significant amount of human input – the object positions and
descriptions would be predominantly learned autonomously. But the color labels of
the various objects would still need to be provided. In addition, in environments
that do not have constant-colored objects appropriate features have to be extracted
to characterize the objects. Then, instead of learning the colors, these representative
features have to be learned. But the current planned learning algorithm can still be
used to learn the features.
Learning Structure Autonomously Recent literature in object recognition and
computer vision problems has provided techniques that can learn structure automat-
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ically from visual input, for example [23, 24]. In the current work, structure refers to
the known positions and descriptions (size, shape) of the objects of interest (Chap-
ter 4). Simplifying assumptions were made on the shape of the objects, and the
information on structure was provided by a human observer. The computer vision
approaches, on the other hand, represent objects as a collection of parts. Both the
individual parts and the relationships between them are then learned. An object
model in these approaches consists of parts, each of which is characterized by mod-
els on appearance, shape, scale and occlusion. Low-level features are extracted and
used to determine the parameters of these individual models that characterize each
part. A direction of future exploration with regard to the input of environmental
structure involves extending such computer vision approaches in the mobile robot
domain. Since these approaches typically have quadratic (or even higher) compu-
tational complexity, they take on the order of minutes to process each image. It
would therefore be a challenge to implement such techniques to function in real-time
given the limited computational resources on mobile robot platforms. In addition
the robot’s environment is typically changing rather dynamically. On the positive
side, such a representation would provide a well-motivated means for representing
the structure in the environment rather that requiring human input to do so.
Using Combination of Features The current color learning algorithm (Algo-
rithm 1 in Chapter 4) has been tested with objects that are constant-colored, which
justifies the choice of methods that are oriented more towards the color features. The
color-based system works fine because the objects under consideration are constant-
colored. But in other situations, for instance in outdoor environments where objects
are not color-coded, this technique may no longer be good enough. In such situ-
ations it may be required to include more features in the representation, such as
those used by SIFT [46]. In addition, other feature sets such as texture, edges, and
geometric constraints can be included, and the best set of features could be auto-
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matically chosen to build the representation, as specified in [32]. This extension to
learning representations for objects that are not constant-colored is another direc-
tion of future work – such an extension would be a step towards the goal of enabling
mobile robots to function autonomously in outdoor settings. Note that the planned
learning algorithm (Algorithm 1) would still be useful to learn the features, and the
illumination adaptation algorithm (Algorithm 3) would still be useful to detect and
track illumination changes.
Color Constancy In this thesis, an approach has been provided to autonomously
build a representation for illuminations, and to detect and adapt to changes in il-
lumination (Algorithm 3 in Chapter 5). But the illumination sensitivity problem is
far from being solved. It has been extensively studied over the last several decades
(see Section 7.2 for discussion) but a solution has not been achieved. One future
research direction involves further analysis of the change in color distributions as
a function of the corresponding change in illumination. Initially the analysis can
be done offline, i.e. the effect of various illumination changes on the corresponding
change in the distribution of various colors needs to be explored further. It would
also be interesting to see if the relationship can be represented or modeled as a math-
ematical function whose parameters can be tuned based on experimental data. The
robot could then use this joint color-illumination model and learn the parameters
online – the parameters can be updated as the illumination changes. The current
algorithm of modeling illuminations as a set of color space pdfs and second order
statistics (Section 5.3 in Chapter 5) provides a nice starting point for this analysis.
Autonomous Motion Planning This thesis presents an algorithm that enables
the robots to autonomously plan a motion sequence to learn colors (Algorithm 1 in
Chapter 4). The planning is accomplished using heuristic functions that still require
significant human input. These functions could be learned autonomously.
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As the robot moves in its environment, it could collect data to build the
necessary models. A motion error model could be learned that would predict the
robot pose error if the robot were to move from a starting pose to a target pose,
given that the robot has already learned a certain set of colors. A feasibility model
could be learned that would predict the feasibility of learning colors at each robot
pose in the environment. More specifically, the feasibility model would include
geometric sanity checks based on the robot camera’s field-of-view and probability of
successfully learning a color based on statistics collected by the robot. Using these
two models, the robot could evaluate several candidate paths (consisting of a set of
robot poses) based on the probability of successfully learning the desired colors, and
the expected net pose error if the robot were to actually use this path. Unlike the
approach described in Chapter 4, this approach would involve global optimization
such that the color learning opportunities are maximized while the localization errors
are minimized. A further extension would be to propose and solve this problem in
a more rigorous format as a linear/dynamic programming problem with suitable
constraints based on conditions that need to be optimized for.
Concluding Remarks This thesis has made significant contributions to make
the widespread use of mobile robots equipped with color cameras more feasible.
Specifically, it has enabled a mobile robot to exploit known environmental structure
to autonomously plan a motion sequence and learn the desired colors. In addition,
the robot can autonomously detect and adapt to illumination changes. It also
provides several interesting directions for future research. Ultimately, the goal is
to create an autonomous mobile robot vision system that can learn useful features
from the environment, and use the learned representations to function autonomously




As mentioned in Section 3.3 several heuristic tests were devised to detect objects
from the candidates regions in the image, based on the domain knowledge of the
objects under consideration. Here, these heuristic tests are described. First, given
below are the properties stored in a bounding box, the bounding rectangle around
each candidate image region:
• color : the color of the region.
• UL, LL, UR, LR: the upper-left, lower-left, upper-right and lower-right corners
of the region, in image coordinates.
• numRunLengths: number of run-lengths in the region.
• numPixels: number of pixels of type color inside the region.
• mean: center of the region (image coordinates).
• rotation: rotation of region in the image.
• majAxis, minAxis: major and minor axis of region.
• probability : likelihood of a valid region.
• width, height, area: width, height and area of region.
• density : computed as numPixelsarea .
Next, a brief look at the heuristics created, based on the stored properties:
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• Spurious blob elimination: A simple test based on the robot’s body height and
the head tilt angle to determine and hence eliminate spurious regions (beacon,
ball and/or goal) that are too high or too low in the image plane. Regions
should also have minimum number of run-lengths, pixels and density (ratio of
the number of pixels of the expected color to the area of the region).
• Likelihood Calculation: Each object in the robot’s visual field is associated
with a measure of our certainty of the object’s presence in the current image.
This is accomplished by comparing the aspect ratio of the bounding box (the
ratio of the height to the width) of the object to the known aspect ratio of the
object in the environment. The closer these two values are, the higher is the
likelihood of the detected object.
• Beacon specific calculations:
1. The two regions of the beacon must be of comparable size and density.
2. The separation between the two regions should be within a small thresh-
old, usually 2− 3 pixels.
3. The aspect ratio of the bounding box of the beacon is compared with
the expected aspect ratio (2 : 1 :: height : width), and candidate beacons
that are too small or disproportionately large are removed.
4. The aspect ratio is further used to choose the most likely candidate
when there are multiple occurrences of the same beacon. Only beacons
with a high likelihood are used for localization calculations.
• Goal specific calculations:
1. Candidate goal regions must have high density, a minimum number
of run-lengths, a minimum number of pixels, and suitable aspect ratio.
Changing these thresholds changes the distance from which the goal can
be detected and the accuracy of detection.
2. The aspect ratio is used to determine the likelihood, and the candidate
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is accepted iff it has a high enough likelihood.
• Ball specific calculations:
1. Though the ball is frequently occluded, the first search looks for a region
of appropriate color (orange) with a high density and aspect ratio (1:1).
2. If the ball is not found, the aspect ratio constraint is relaxed and other
heuristics are included, for example, if the ball is close, it should have a
large number of run-lengths and pixels.
3. The candidate ball region must lie on the ground and not inside another
detected object; this helps eliminate spurious estimates due to shadows and
highlights on objects of similar color.
4. Once a suitable candidate is found, a RANSAC -based method is used
to iteratively find the best circle-fit for the ball, with thresholds to ensure
that really large or very small ball estimates are not found.
• Opponent specific calculations: The tests are similar to those for the goal.
Since almost all the thresholds used in the heuristics were determined experimentally
and/or using domain knowledge, some example values are provided below:
• General Parameters: All regions under consideration must have minimum
width and height of 4 pixels, and a minimum of 15 pixels (of the color of the
region), and a minimum density of 0.5.
• Beacon Parameters:
1. The number of pixels and number of run-lengths in each region are at
least one-half of that in the other section.
2. The width or height of one region should not be more than 2.5 times
those of the other region.
3. The centroid of one region should not be misaligned with that of the
other region by more than half the width of the larger region.
4. If the two regions are not of the same size, the size of the beacon is
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adjusted according to the size of the larger region constituting the beacon.
5. Beacons with likelihood ≤ 0.65 are not used for localization.
• Goal Parameters:
1. Thresholds: Run-lengths (min: 10-14), pixels (low: 300-400, high:
3000+), aspect ratio (height:width between 1.8-3.1), density (min: 0.65).
2. Goal regions cannot be too high (−11to − 8)o or too low (7to11)o wrt
the horizon.
3. Minimum likelihood: 0.65.
• Ball Parameters:
1. Sample thresholds: Run-lengths (min: 4-5), pixels (low: 15-20, high:
1500+), density (min: 0.75), aspect ratio (0.7-1.3).
2. Ball regions cannot be too high −5o wrt the horizon.
3. Minimum likelihood: (0.5− 0.9).
• Opponent Parameters: Run-lengths (min: 10), pixels (min: 150-300), tilt
angle tests similar to goal.
Next, the thresholds used in the detection of line pixels and line intersections:
• An image pixel is accepted as a candidate edge pixel iff it corresponds to a
white-green transition and at least 75% of 20− 25 pixels below that pixel (in
the image) are green.
• A candidate line pixel is accepted iff its projection on the ground is within the
robot’s field-of-view and is within a threshold distance of the robot (1800mm).
• A pixel is added to the closest cluster of pixels, corresponding to an existing
line, if it is within 10 pixels of the existing line.
• A cluster of pixels should have at least 7 pixels for it to be used to generate a
candidate line.
• A maximum of 5 clusters of pixels are finally retained, i.e. a maximum of five
(largest and closest) lines are found per image.
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• Two candidate lines are used to generate a candidate intersection iff the ab-
solute value of the acute angle between them is ≥ 15o.
• Candidate line intersection points that are more than 1500mm away from the
robot are filtered out.
As described in Section 3.3 the object recognition and line detection is based on the
heuristic checks described above (also see [67]).
When the robot is in motion, the three degrees of freedom (dof) in the head
cause the objects in the image to appear rotated. Since the computation of distances
and angles to objects is based on the object sizes, it is important to compensate
for the rotation in the image plane. Typically, the head and body joint angles are
used to determine this rotation in the image plane and to compensate for it. But,
in this work, another strategy is also used, wherein the pixels inside the candidate
region are used to find the mean vector and 2D covariance matrix of the region. The
Eigen-vectors of the covariance matrix provide the principal axes of the region and
also help estimate the rotation of the region. Note that this method works well only
for regions that have distinctly different Eigen-values, which implies that the two
dimensions (height and width) have to different. In other cases, the joint angles are
used to determine the rotation in the image plane. Coordinate transforms are used
to transform the distances from the camera coordinate frame to the base coordinate




A few keywords that are used several times in this thesis are described here. The
keywords are presented in the order of dependence – the keywords that appear later
in the list refer to those that are defined earlier.
• Probability density function: A pdf maps every possible outcome of a
random variable X (elements of a set Ω) to a probability, a real number ∈ [0, 1],
such that the sum of the probabilities of all outcomes equals 1. Here, we
consider discrete random variables:
f : f(ω) 7→ {0, 1}, ∀ω ∈ Ω
∑
ω
f(ω) = 1 (B.1)
• Illumination: Describes how the light intensity varies as a function of the
wavelength. It is denoted by E(λ) (λ is the wavelength) and refers to the
irradiance since the arrangement of light sources is not modeled explicitly.
• Surface Reflectance: A property of an object in the environment under
consideration, denoted by S(λ) ∈ [0, 1]. It describes the proportion of incident
light reflected by the object, as a function of the wavelength of light.
• Sensor Characteristics: Also known as Channel Sensitivities. It describes
the frequency-dependence of activation of each channel of the sensor under
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consideration, for instance a color camera. For each of the three color channels
of a camera, it describes how the response varies as a function of the wavelength
of the incident light and the proportion of light that is reflected off of the
objects in the scene. It is denoted by R(λ).
• Sensor Values: The values at each pixel of an image captured by the camera
(a 3 × 1 vector) represent the values along the three channels at the corre-
sponding point on the imaging device. An image pixel value along a partic-
ular channel is the integral, over the wavelength of light, of the product of
the illumination, the surface reflectance of the 3D point that projects to this
image pixel, and the corresponding channel sensitivity. Traditionally, sensor
values can range from 0−255 along each of the three color channels – there are
hence 2563 possible sets of sensor values. See Section 5.2 for the mathematical
formulation.
• Canonical Illumination: For the purposes of this work, the Canonical Illu-
mination is a reference illumination with regard to which all notions of color
are defined. This illumination is arbitrarily-chosen. All the above-defined
terms related to illumination are used in Chapter 5.
• Color: Color is a complex perceptual phenomenon – there are no absolute
definitions for color. In this thesis, the color of an object is essentially the
symbolic label (such as yellow, red, or blue) assigned to the range of sensor
values corresponding to that object, under the canonical illumination. The
Color Label refers to the symbolic name assigned to a particular color. In this
thesis, Color and Color Label are used interchangeably. For a set L of N color
labels, we have:
ColorLabels L = {l0, l1, . . . , lN−1} (B.2)
In this work, colors are assigned numerical indices in the color map (see below),
which are essentially the subscripts of the symbolic labels above. Colors can
therefore be referred to as l ∈ [0, N − 1].
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• Color distribution: Refers to the pdf of sensor values that represent a certain
color. Under the canonical illumination, the color distribution defines the
color. Under other illuminations, it describes the corresponding pdf of the
sensor values, which is typically different from the pdf under the canonical
illumination. The color distribution of an object therefore refers to the pdf
of sensor values corresponding to that object, under the current illumination.
For each color l ∈ [0, N − 1], the a priori pdf (likelihood) is:
p(m1,m2,m3|l), m1,m2,m3 ∈ [0, 255] (B.3)
where m1, m2,m3 are the values along the three color channels (R, G, B for
example), and l refers to the color under consideration, a member of the set
of color labels L. The proposed representation (model) for color distributions
is described in Section 4.2.
• Color Map: The mapping from sensor values or Image Pixels to the color
labels. For the mathematical formulation, see Section 4.2.
• Environmental Structure: Refers to the known positions, and descriptions
i.e. shapes and color labels, of the objects of interest in the robot’s environ-
ment. It is also referred to as the World Model, Known Structure or structure.
• Color Learning: Refers to the process of learning the color map. The envi-
ronmental structure is used in the learning process. See Chapter 4 for details
on color learning. i.e. autonomously creating the color map using the environ-
mental structure.
• Color Constancy: Refers to the perceptual ability to disregard the spectral
variation in the illumination and assign stable colors to objects in the environ-
ment [47]. It can also be stated as the ability to assign the same color label
to the sensor values of an object, as under the canonical illumination. See




One main subtask in the approach for adapting to illumination changes (Chapter 5)
is the comparison of image distributions. Three such measures capable of detecting
the correlation between distributions are compared, and experimental results are
provided to justify the choice of KL-divergence.
C.1 Correlation measure







The more similar the distributions are, the higher is the correlation between them.
C.2 Chi-Square distance measure
The Chi-square (χ2) is one of the most popular measures for comparing distributions.








The symmetric version of the χ2 distance, called the Triangle distance, is used:






C.3 Kullback-Liebler divergence measure
KL-divergence (KLD) is an entropy-based measure for comparing distributions [18].







The more similar two distributions are, the smaller is the KLD between them. Since
the KLD measure is a function of the log of the observed color distributions, it is less
sensitive to large peaks in the observed color distributions and is hence reasonably
robust to large image regions of a single color.
C.4 Comparison of Measures
In order to compare the measures, sample images were collected from the robot’s
camera at four symmetric positions on the field. At each position, seven illumi-
nations were considered, ordered from the brightest to the darkest, resulting in 28
samples. The illuminations were generated by adjusting the intensity of the lamps.
For the color histogram of each image in this set, the measures were used to compute






Correlation 8 9 8 3
Chi− Squaret 10 8 8 2
KL-divergence 15 13 0 0
Table C.1: Classification results using Correlation and KLD
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The Off-by-one column refers to the case where an image is assigned an illumination
class one off from the true class. Incorrect classification represents the cases where
the classification is 3 or more classes away from the true class. The results are
grouped in this manner because when the illumination is changed between the seven
classes during task execution, being off by one class does not make any significant
difference in color segmentation. The results are a lot different when the robot is
off by several illumination classes. As seen in Table C.1, the KLD measure provides
the best performance, never being off by more than one class. Since KLD is more
robust to peaks of a single color, the results with KLD are more robust to changes
in the objects in the surroundings. Hence the KLD measure is used in experiments,
with suitable modifications to make it symmetric (Section D.1).
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Appendix D
Validation of the Gaussian
Assumption
This section validates the Gaussian assumption made in the color representation
used on the robot (Section 4.3). Figure D.1 shows estimated and observed sam-
ple points for a color. The estimated points were obtained by repeatedly drawing
samples from the Gaussian estimated from the observed samples. The estimated
Gaussian does a good job of approximating the actual distributions. The statistical
method of bootstrap, with the Jensen-Shannon (JS) distance measure [20], is used
to analyze the goodness-of-fit of a Gaussian to the observed color distributions.
D.1 Jensen-Shannon Measure
As described in Appendix C.3, KLD is a robust information theoretic measure that
has been used extensively to compare distributions. The Krichevsky-Trofimov cor-
rection [76] is used to handle the fact that a zero-value in one distribution with a
non-zero value in the same bin in the other distribution would result in a KLD value
























Figure D.1: Estimated and Actual samples of a color: Orange
it satisfy the triangle-inequality. In the experiments, the Jensen-Shannon measure
is therefore used instead of KLD:







The bootstrap [20] is a well researched statistical procedure for bias removal and
statistical distribution fit analysis. It is used here for the goodness-of-fit tests:
• The samples of any color’s distribution are obtained by selecting suitable image
regions and building a histogram — Observed. Assume that there are M
samples.
• Using the estimated Gaussian for that color, the same number of samples M
are randomly drawn — Actual.
• For both histograms (observed and actual), values in the 3D bins are lined up
to form the 1D distributions. The JS distance is determined between these
two distributions — JSobs.
• Observed and Actual are grouped together and jumbled up.
• From the jumbled up set of samples, two sets of M samples are randomly
drawn (with replacement) and binned to determine the JS distance between
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them. This is repeated several hundred times and the distribution of the
corresponding JS distances is observed — JSi i ∈ [1, 200].
• Using the distribution of JS distances and the original one (JSobs), a test (Z)
statistic is determined. This in turn provides a p-value, which can be used
to test the null hypothesis (H0). Here, H0 is equivalent to stating that the
estimated Gaussian is a good fit for the sample points.
The results of this process are tabulated in Table D.1. The table shows JSobs in
the column Orig and also shows the mean and standard deviation of the estimated
distribution of JS distances. The significance is decided on the basis of the p-values
in the last column.
Color JS-dists Zstat p-val
Orig Mean Stdev
Orange 3.0 · 10−3 2.8 · 10−3 2.2 · 10−4 0.69 0.50
Green 4.1 · 10−4 4.4 · 10−4 5.7 · 10−5 0.46 0.65
Yellow 1.65 · 10−3 1.71 · 10−3 2.0 · 10−4 0.29 0.77
Blue 2.7 · 10−4 3.0 · 10−4 8.5 · 10−5 0.41 0.68
White 7.1 · 10−4 6.9 · 10−4 6.8 · 10−5 0.80 0.42
Outside 8.1 · 10−4 6.0 · 10−4 6.0 · 10−5 3.52 4.0 · 10−4
Table D.1: Quality of fit based on RA-KLdists
The probability value (p-value) of a statistical hypothesis test is the smallest
level of significance that would lead to the rejection of the null hypothesis H0 with
the given data [51], i.e. it is the significance level of the test for which the null
hypothesis would be just rejected. Small p-values suggest that the null hypothesis
is unlikely to be true. The smaller it is, the more convincing is the rejection of the
null hypothesis. Stated differently, if the level of significance α is greater than the
p-value, H0 can be rejected. As a result of the high p-values in the first five rows
of the table above, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. However, a large p-value
does not tell us that the null hypothesis is correct. As a sanity check the same test
was performed on the data collected outside the lab (color of the carpet in an indoor
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corridor) which we knew was multi-modal. As seen in the last row, the p-value is
very small leading to the conclusion that a Gaussian model is not suitable for this
color distribution. Similar results were obtained for other known multi-modal color
distributions, and hence this test is used to choose the appropriate model for color





This section expands on the brief summary provided earlier (Section 7.1.2, Sec-
tion 7.2) comparing the approaches described in this thesis with those developed for
the DARPA grand challenges. The DARPA Grand Challenge [2] has helped iden-
tify the challenges in using color cameras on mobile robots. In the paper describing
their winning approach, the members of Team Stanley clearly state that most of the
global planning and decision making was based on the input file provided two hours
before the race, with GPS coordinates of way-points, widths of the race corridor,
and the suggested maximum speeds along different sections of the race course [74].
The short-range and medium-range (≤ 25m) local mapping and planning was done
based on the laser range finder. Vision was used only for long-range local planning,
i.e. predicting the presence of obstacles while they are beyond the range of the laser
range finders (≥ 30m). The use of vision was limited to speed control, for example
slowing the robot when an obstacle is seen. All control tasks including steering
control were performed using the laser data. In order to find safe road regions,
their vision module projects a safe region chosen based on the laser range data, a
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quadrilateral on the ground in front of the robot, onto the camera image. The pixels
within this safe image region are used to train a Mixture-of-Gaussians (MoG) classi-
fier that distinguishes between safe and unsafe image regions over the entire image,
below the horizon. The algorithm adapts to environmental changes such as different
road surfaces and illumination conditions by suitably modifying previously learned
Gaussians, and by adding new Gaussians and removing older Gaussian estimates.
The method of using known safe regions, selected based on good short range
sensors, to train a classifier on visual information for long-range prediction, has
been used by others as well. For example, another DARPA challenge, the Learn-
ing Applied to Ground Robots (LAGR) initiative, has mobile robots navigate be-
tween two given way-points in a completely unknown outdoor environment [39], a
tougher problem than the Grand Challenge. Most successful LAGR teams use re-
gions selected based on stereo range information for long-range obstacle detection.
But instead of using color models such as MoG, they use 3D color histograms to
model the multi-modal color distributions. In order to obtain the same level of
performance provided by 3D histograms, other color models would require iterative
parameter estimation, which is computationally expensive considering the extensive
stereo computation and planning that has to be performed [4]. Test environments
were specifically designed in LAGR to test the teams on visual learning, and the
results show that features in addition to such color models are required to track
sudden changes. Even outside the DARPA challenges Ulrich and Nourbakhsh [78],
for example, assume that the ground right in front of the robot is safe and use the
corresponding image region to train histograms in color space.
Though this thesis presents a color modeling method that exploits the good
features of both the above-mentioned schemes, there are a few significant differ-
ences. Note also that the algorithms proposed in this thesis were developed at the
same time as those by the teams participating in the DARPA challenges. Modeling
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color distributions using MoG, as in [74] involves iterative computation to estimate
the parameters of the component Gaussians. In addition, it may involve the use
of several Gaussian components when the color distribution is multi-modal, espe-
cially in real world applications such as the grand challenge where the environment
is broadly classified into safe and unsafe regions. On the other hand, using his-
tograms to model colors [4] implies increased storage requirements. The histograms
may also not generalize well with limited samples of a particular color. In both
these approaches, adaptation to changing illumination is achieved by revising the
parameters of the existing models (histograms) and/or adding new components to
the model (MoG). Furthermore, these algorithms had to deal with just two classes
instead of having to distinguish between several overlapping color distributions. As
described in the corresponding papers [4, 74] the methods work well in response to
slowly changing illumination and with safe road regions being distinctly different
from the unsafe regions.
This thesis attempts to address the limitations of the grand challenge al-
gorithms: i) classifying image regions into just two color classes, ii) using a single
color model for all colors without analyzing the underlying distribution, iii) inability
to deal smoothly with large and small illumination changes, and iv) not focusing
on exploiting the known environmental structure. In this thesis, colors are mod-
eled as either 3D Gaussians or 3D histograms, the choice being made based on
autonomously-collected image samples. The robot is thereby able to strike a bal-
ance between performance and storage requirements, and it is able to accurately
distinguish between colors (≥ 7 here), several of which overlap with each other (for
example pink, orange, red). In addition, the robot exploits the the known structure
of its environment to plan a motion sequence that best facilitates the learning of
all colors (see Chapter 4). Furthermore, the robot is able to both track minor il-
lumination changes and detect sudden large illumination changes, using the known
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structure and autonomously-collected image statistics that represent the current il-
lumination. As a result the robot is able to smoothly adapt to a range of illumination
conditions (see Chapter 5).
Another major drawback of the approaches proposed for the DARPA chal-
lenges is that they process color information in the RGB color space, which is known
to be a bad choice for distinguishing between colors, especially those that are similar
to each other. In this work, a perceptually motivated color space (LAB, also known
as the Spherical Coordinate Transform) is used to provide better separation between
colors and to make color segmentation more robust to minor illumination changes.
In offline testing performed on images captured by the robots, the hybrid
color representation proposed here, i.e. a choice between a 3D Gaussian and a 3D
histogram (the GaussHist model), performed as well as (or better than) a MoG. It
provides a segmentation accuracy of 98% in comparison to 97.1% with a MoG over
≈ 20 images. But the hybrid representation is computationally inexpensive and can
be easily used by the robot to learn colors in real-time. Figure E.1 show sample
image results – compare with Figure 4.3.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure E.1: Images outside the lab: (a)-(c) Original, (d)-(f) Segmented with a Mixture-
of-Gaussians model. Similar to performance in Figure 4.3.
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Even with the MoG representation, there are some colors where the segmen-
tation accuracy is significantly worse than our hybrid representation. Typically,
these are the colors that have a multi-modal distribution. Also, in the MoG rep-
resentation, the choice of the number of components was decided experimentally.
For each color, the algorithm was run several times, with a different number of
Gaussian components each time (within a range 1-10), and the mixture-model that
produced the best performance was chosen. Colors that were modeled as a Gaus-
sian by GaussHist resulted in a MoG representation with 1-2 components, with
either one component having a large weight, or with extensive overlap between all
the components. In the case of color modeled as Histograms by GaussHist, MoG




The coordinate transforms used in the computation of distances and angles to ob-
jects (Chapter 3) are described here. Once the coordinate frames are set up, homo-
geneous transformation (DH transformation [57]) matrices provide an easy method
to transform measurements from one coordinate frame to another.
F.1 Camera Transform
Given a point (x, y, z) in the camera coordinate frame, the Camera Transform pro-
vides the corresponding point in the frame centered at the base of the robot’s neck.
The transform is used to compute distances to objects (see below). Figure F.1
shows the coordinate frames used: counterclockwise (CCW) rotation is positive.
The aim is to get a function that transforms values in the camera coordinates to
the base-of-the-neck coordinates, which involves the following motions:
1. Rotation about the fixed frame z-axis (pan).
2. Rotation about the fixed frame x-axis (tilt1 ).
3. Translation of (a2 = 80mm) along moving frame z-axis.
4. Rotation about the moving frame x-axis (tilt2 ).
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5. Translations about the moving frame y and z axes by (d3 = 81.06mm) and
(a3 = −14.6mm) respectively.





















Figure F.1: The basic Camera coordinate systems.




1 0 0 0
0 cos θ − sin θ 0
0 sin θ cos θ 0






cos θ 0 sin θ 0
0 1 0 0
− sin θ 0 cos θ 0







cos θ − sin θ 0 0
sin θ cos θ 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


Trans(a, b, c) =


1 0 0 a
0 1 0 b
0 0 1 c
0 0 0 1






1 0 0 0
0 c2 −s2 0
0 s2 c2 0





c1 −s1 0 0
s1 c1 0 0
0 0 1 0





1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 a2





1 0 0 0
0 c3 −s3 0
0 s3 c3 0





1 0 0 0
0 1 0 d3
0 0 1 a3
0 0 0 1


The final camera transform matrix is given by, T camneck:


c1 −s1c3 s1s3 −s1(d3c3 − a3s3)
s1c2 c1c2c3 − s2s3 −c1c2s3 − s2c3 c1c2(d3c3 − a3s3)− s2(a2 + d3s3 + a3c3)
s1s2 c1s2c3 + c2s3 −c1s2s3 + c2c3 c1s2(d3c3 − a3s3) + c2(a2 + d3s3 + a3c3)





Given a vector (xcam, ycam, zcam)T in the camera coordinate frame, to get the value



















This transformation matrix also provides unit vectors that represent the
moving frame’s axes with respect to the fixed frame’s axes. In order to move from
the pixel/image coordinates to the actual camera coordinate frame, the following
set of equations are used:
ximgcam = ximg − ximgc (F.3)
yimgcam = focal length = 3.27mm
zimgcam = yimgc − yimg
where, ximgc = 103.5, yimgc = 79.5 represent the image-center in pixel coordinates.
F.2 Body Transforms
In the case of the body, some of the transforms are fixed (do not change with robot
motion) while others need to be computed every frame. These transforms are used
to determine the height of the center of the robot’s body from the ground (used in
line pixel projections - Section 3.3), and for determining the distances of the markers
with respect to the robot’s body center.
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F.2.1 Body Tilt and Roll
Computed every frame (time step), it provides the compensation for body tilt and
roll while the robot is in motion. The body tilt and roll are determined from the
robot’s accelerometers. Once these values have been obtained, we can generate this




cr 0 sr 0
0 1 0 0
−sr 0 cr 0





1 0 0 0
0 ct −st 0
0 st ct 0






cr srst srct 0
0 ct −st 0
−sr crst crct 0




Next, to obtain the transform from base-of-the-neck to the center-of-the-body co-
ordinates (taking into account the body tilt and roll), the matrix above is post-
multiplied with the constant transformation from the origin of the neck coordinates






1 0 0 0
0 1 0 yc
0 0 1 zc




where, yc = 67.5, zc = 19.5 are the constant y and z axis offsets between the base of
the neck and the center of the body. Transforms from the rear leg shoulders to the
center-of-the-body coordinate frames are produced by a similar process (Figure F.2
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shows coordinate frames for the left rear leg):





0 −1 0 xdl
1 0 0 ydl
0 0 1 0




where offsets xdl = −62.5mm and ydl = 65mm.





−1 0 0 xdr
0 −1 0 ydr
0 0 1 0




where offsets xdr = 62.5mm and ydr = −65mm.
A direct extension at this stage would be:
T camBodyC = T
neck
BodyC · T camneck (F.8)
This is the final transformation from the camera coordinate frame to the center-of-
the-body coordinate frame with compensation for the body tilt and roll.
F.2.2 Transform for Back legs
The transform that represents points in the coordinate frame at the tip of the leg
with respect to the coordinate frame at the shoulder joint is described here. Only
the rear legs are considered since at least one of the rear legs of the robot is always
on the ground while the robot is in motion. Figure F.2 shows the coordinate frames
on the left rear leg. Similar to the camera transforms, the following list of motions
(in the order mentioned) are involved in the transform:
1. Rotation about the fixed frame y-axis.
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2. Rotation about the moving frame x-axis.
3. Translation of (−a2 = 69.5mm) along moving frame z-axis.
4. Translations about the moving frame x and y axes by (−D1 = −9.0mm) and
(D2 = 4.7mm) respectively.
5. Rotation about the moving frame y-axis.
6. Translation of (−a3 = 79.4mm) about the moving frame z-axis.






















rear view of the joint
a2
a3





c1 0 s1 0
0 1 0 0
−s1 0 c1 0





1 0 0 0
0 c2 −s2 0
0 s2 c2 0





1 0 0 −D1
0 1 0 D2
0 0 1 −a2





c3 0 s3 0
0 1 0 0
−s3 0 c3 0





1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 −a3
0 0 0 1






c1c3 − s1c2s3 s1s2 c1s3 + s1c2c3 −c1(a3s3 + D1)+
s1(D2s2 − a2c2 − a3c2c3)
s2s3 c2 −s2c3 D2c2 + a2s2 + a3s2c3
−s1c3 − c1c2s3 c1s2 −s1s3 + c1c2c3 s1(a3s3 + D1)+
c1(D2s2 − a2c2 − a3c2c3)




The transforms calculated earlier (Equation F.6) can then be used to obtain the
transformation matrix between the tip of the left rear leg to the center-of-the-body:





By a similar process, the corresponding transform for the right leg can be computed:






The above-mentioned body transformations were used in the vision module for cal-
culating the height of the robot’s body above the ground, and hence for determining
the distances and angles to objects (see Section 3.3).
F.3 Pixel Projection - Image plane to ground plane
During line detection (Section 3.3) and object recognition, pixels need to be pro-
jected from the image plane to the ground plane. The fact that objects of interest
are at a fixed known height from the ground plane is used to perform the calcu-
lations in the absence of stereo information. Given a candidate edge pixel on the
image plane, in the image coordinate frame, the problem is that of finding the actual
location of this point on the ground plane, relative to the robot, as follows:
1. Transformation matrices are used to determine the 3D location of the candi-
date pixel and the focal point of the camera with respect to the center-of-the-
body. If imgcam represents the pixel location in camera coordinate frame and
focalcam represents the focal point location in the camera frame of reference:
focalBodyC = T camBodyC · focalcam (F.11)
imgBodyC = T camBodyC · imgcam
2. We then use the height of the back legs of the robot to determine the height
of the center of the robot’s body with respect to the ground plane.
3. These values provide the projection of the pixel on the ground plane.
Once the desired image pixels have been projected to the ground plane (or a plane
at a known height from the ground), suitable checks are designed to determine if
they are valid candidates to be used for further processing (see Appendix A).
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